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Harrowing Tales Told by Me* Who
Are Found at Ska, on a
Ship's Raft.
FACTS ARE SLOW
• TO BE GATHERED.
Victoria, B. C., Jan. 25.—The
eteamer Valencia, broke pp at 5
o'clock yesterday afternoon. The
vessel eke had gone to her rescue,
although they could plainly see the
frantic signals of persons dinging to
the rigging of the wrecked ship,
could render no assistance because of
the rough sea.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 25.—A spec-
ial representative of the Preis wires
from Port Angeks at 3:3o a. m. that
the rescue eltip City of Topeka pick-
ed,esp a life raft at t o'clock yester
'day six mites off Cape Beak with
eighteen survivors of the Valencia
ea board.
• Pitiable Condition.
• The coAdition of the survivors wis
pitiable. dere half frozen and
practicalt7 unconscious from the ex-
posure. ,
A ten.thle 'tea was running. One
niertute' t1t raft was poised on top
of a wave and the .next it 'would be
lost from view in the gully formed
by the mountain breakers.
The eighteen men together, on
their frail 'import, battled bravely
with a pair of oars to reach the City
of Topeka, which, owing to the dan-
gerous coast, could not _run any
closer to them. Within a half mile
from the raft a boat was lowered
from the Topeka in charge of Second
Mate Burke, who, with much diffi-
culty, succeeded in making fast a
tine to the rat- ,
The speotators on the Topeka
watched the struggle of the gallant
seamen breathlessly. One minute
they were high in the air and the
next lost to sight. At last they suc
ceeded in bringing the ralt to the
side of the steamer. The sight of the
poor creatures on the raft brought
tears to the eyes' of the sailors on
the vessel. In the stern of the raft
sat an old man. His snow-white hair
and pallid features We're creased and
torn by the spray, but the instinct
of life was strong in him, and he
held on bravely to this piece. Three
otb vs were lying in a senseless heap
in she rear, washed by every men
and retained •olely by the bodies of
the other men, who were closely
packed.
Time and time again great seas
ewept over ithem, sending a shudder
through the onlookers, who feared
to see them swept away. The work
of eetcuing them was dangerous.
The men were too exhausts to even
tie a rope about • themselves.
The raft put out from the wreck
yesterday morning on sighting the
steamer Queen and attempted te•
reach her, but before they could get
. within sighting distance the vessel
put ethout and headed to the strait.
Wh& the Topeka ho* in sight the
'raft was once more manned and
again put forth.
After picking up ,the raft the
steamer went in search of another
raft which the rescued men said had
left the ship earlier in the day. The
vessel ran fully twenty miles the
-miler side, looking fer the rat,- but
no sign of it was to be seen.
•
Another Account.
The following i* the story of G.
Weets. one of the passengers and
one of the men resticed from the
raft: "The strip struck at hard; oh
en the lemming of Tuesday, January 23.
I was oh deck at the ettge, smoking
a cigar, and • weer loilli8re at my
watch viten the first crash came. In
an extant all was excitement. There.
were shrieka of men and women, the
wails of' children. and the hoarse ot-
elillege -tiers of the officers of the ship. The
vetted reeled like a drunken, wien,
'slid over the reef ante struck again.
t"Ilhe com.minel to backt Iher off
was givah and she went astern at
full speed, but it wee too late: The
liter was theurite in like a millrace
h a sound that drowned all else.
The wind siviino the vessel's stern
tc the beach and her head to the
waves. This deeetaiteatie litres, as
ribe wtas then, ineept hack to the
shore and struck on again in Such
h position that she rerneined partial I
ly above the water and on an even
keel.
"Every wave now washed clear
over her and many tpeople who hast-
ily rushed on deck went to their
death, without time to murmur a
prayer.
"The order was given to get ait
the beet Two of them on the
weather side were lattuched and were
f —deed' !tee tee; ettte as eton
they &truck the water. Then' came
the attempt o get out the lee boats.
"Purser O'Farrell took charge.
Four wumiers and a -number of men.
quicklyafilled the boat. Just as they
were Lowered the second the davits
broke and the stern of the boat fell
to the water while the bow hung in
the air.
"Everyone was precipitate%) into
the sea and *wept 'away in an instant.
For a setond or two I caught a
glimpse of an agonized face) then e an
other and yet another, as they were
wasitrect by roe. It was awful. The
waves soon began to break up the
ship. They swe,pt the deck loose
and every *well lifted it. We clung
,to the rigging and deck house. Then
au attempt was made tot a line
ashore. , A fireman named Cigales
egreed to swim ashore. He wart in
the water fully half an hour but was
unable tA make the beadle The ship
struck in a bad spot. She was direct
ly at the foot of a precipitous bluff
'that came-sheer to the -water'e edge.
One man was swept ashore and euc
ceeded in landing on a small rock.
We tot a line to him and he tried
to climb the cliff,' but fell and he was
killed before our eyes.
Touching Incidents.
"One of the most pitiable incidents
was that of a little boy about five
years .old. , His father and mother
and two little sisters put off in one
of the boats. The boat wee cap-
sized and all were drowned. The lit-
tle fellow waded around the deck cry
ing for histparents. The last I sate
of him he was clinging to the rig-
ging. There were many similar
cases.
"A tame officer from the Concord,
accompanied by lie two sheers, was
also in the riggraig. By Wediseeday
morning the :hip was rapidly going
to pieces. The ship wase by this
time sunk to aboto the level Of the
hurricane deck.,
"r; the morning another sad calam
ity occurred. About fifteen or twen-
ty persons, among them one .or two
women, had taken refuge is, tibe fore
top matt. They appeared to be in
the safest place, as it was removed
(Continued on Page Four.)
FRANCE MAY OOLT
WOULD RATHER WITHDRAW
THAN TIE UP POLITICAL
FUTIRE TO NOROICtO.
Difficult to Arrange an Agreement
That Interested Powers Can
Indorse.
SAILS FOR AMERICA
REVi J. L. STUART COMES
HERE TO JOIN HIS
WIFE.
Algeciras, Jaw. 25.—The coefiden-
tial exchanges now going on among
'the representatives of the powers in
the Moroccan conference disclose
the extreme difficulty in, arranging
an agreement that both France and
Germany would accept .
The German delegates put forward
the attractive prineiple of disinter-
estedness and equal privilege* for all
countries. The French delegates,s,
on ;the other halite maintain that
trance cannot be disinterested.
Tehy affirm that, .having followed
an active policy in Morocco for 'eig'ht
tears and having obtained nitrite-ems
advantages, France should not now
be asked to take the same position
as al/ the rest of the world.
, France virtually enunciate!, in a
modified form the prinoipk of the
Mbnroe doctrine in Northwest Afri
Ca. She has acquired and holds. a
position towafd^ Morocollet, accord
ing to her view, makes ual politi-
cal induence with other powers im-
Pseseible. On tele question of econo
ntic equality she says "ye" but on
that of political equality she an-
swers "no."
Germany int/lets on politicai equal-
ity with even mere tenacity than she
doe, on the question of economic
equality.
The real struggle, however, is
over the poetical futIvre of Mlorecco.
France would rath,ur withdraw from
the coniertege than tic up the polh-
hal destiny of Morocco by interna-
tional control."'
While this, is not an authorative
efficiek utterance, it unmistakably
represents the feeling of this French
delegation. France refuses to be ex-
cluded from what she. holds to be
the hgitimete ',expansion of. 'her/ in
fleence in North Africa..
--er-
/
They Have Resided for Thirty Years
Li Ceeret Conducting Mistionary
Work.
Tide week there sails from China
Rev. J. L. Stuart, of Hong Chow,
who -comes here to join. his wife -and
spend a year in this country sojourn-
ing at different places. He will be
here in this city to spend several
mouths with his son, Dr. David T.
Stuart, of Third and Kentucky ave-
nue, veites whom his mother has been
for 'several mouths this winter, she
having come over from China late
in the fall.
Rev. Stuart and wife-have been in
teat distant land, for over thirty
years as foreign - missionaries for the
Pretheterian church. They have
been progressive and ardent leaders
in the glorious work, and this is their
first visit back to America for a num
her of years..
Another son or theirs is Rev.
Mr. _Stuart, secretary of the board
cf foreign mission's for the Presby-
terian churclhes of this country, with
headquarters at Nashville.
It will take Rev. Stuart, Sr., about
six weeks to arrive in this city, he
coming across the Pacific and
through San Francisco while en
route here.
Mrs. Stuart arrived here in Sep
ttember, and after spending a month
or two with her son, Dr. David
Stuart, proceeded on to Virginia' and
other points where she visited many
weeks, before returning here, where
she remains to join, her husband.
PASTORS MEET
GATHERS AT LOUISVILLE
NEXT WEEK FOR FOUR
DAYS SESSION.
Methodist Church at Wickliffe Will
Be Re-Built Soon As Possible
—Societies Meet.
Rev. William Bowmen of the
Groner; Evangelical church of South
Fifth street, is preparing to leave
next week for Louisville to attend the
fourth Pastors' Sunday School In-
haute, that will be held them for
few days, commencing January 300,
under auspices ot the Kentucky Sun-
day-school association that will con-
duct the gathering in the First. Pres-
byterian church at Fourth and York
streets. The session promises to be
a rich feast for Sunday-school work-
ers, and all pastors who can possibly
do 90 are preparing to attend.
The instructors for this year are
Marion Lawrence of Toledo, Ohio;
Bishop John H. Vincent of Indina-
polis, Ind.; Hon. P. H. Bristow of
Washington, D. C.; Dr. J. Mt Frost
of Nashville, Tenn.; Me. N. B.
Broughton of Raleigh, North Caro
lta
Candy Pulling.
This evening the candy pulling of
the Tenth street Christian church
with be given at the house, number
mentioned heretofore, and everybody
is cordially invited and 'have a good
timed
Re-Build Church.
/Word front Wickliffe. Ky.. is that
steps will be baleen immediately to re-
construct the Methodist church whicth
was destroyee there several days
ago, at a lose of about $4.000. The
congregation is a good-sized one
and pending re-'construction of the
destroyed edifice, will hold services
temporarily in 90111e other building.
'It is believed the fire- started from
eparks, getting out the flue in-side the
furniture store wareronnt near the
church.
LOAN CONCERNS
DESIRE REDUCTION OF \LI-
CENSE FROM $ip, AS
FIXED.
The Committee Will Let Question
Go Before the Full Boards
. to Decide.
Last evening at the City Hall
genes-al assembly chamber a meet ing
was held by the joint license cone
mittee for purpose of -he-ariag Lawyer
Ed H. Puryear, who represents the
loan companies of this city, and who
wants the municipal legislative
hoards to reduce the license of $250
these concerns will have to pay this
year to do business. Nothing was
done by the committee, which will
submit the proposition to the full
boards and bet them do what they
think best in the matter.
Lase year the loan companies paidij
a license of $50 per year to do busi-
neer, here, but the first of this month
the license was raised $250 for this
character otecompanie,s, the opera-
tors of which are proteseing upon
the ground that the increase was to
an exorbitant figure and they should
not be taxed se high.
The services of Attorney Puryear
-were retained by tete loett men, and
a meeting of the 'license derninaittee,
held last evening, at which time the
subject was thoroughly discussed for
an hour or so. Finally the corn--
Initteemen adjourned -without tneking
any decision themselves, but they will,
lay the nsatter before the entire
boards and let them make whatever
disposition they desired of same.
GIRL BROKE ARM,
INJURED WHILE SKATING IN
THE RINK YESTER
DAY.
there at the ebonite of ,Isis daughter
Mrs. A. C. Einstein, whet;. he -has
been siege:, last Thanksgiving day
with a paralytic stroke.
Car Off Track.
Yesterday at noon
juniped the track at
Trimble streets, and
the gutter, from Whence it was gotten
old -heed' e- tee -:,t t •
an hour or so. Mr. teepee,
liver engineer, was standing ton
ihe rear platform; andehad wrenched
badly an arm which he broke only a
few winners ago by falling from a
hay wagon on his farm near Wood-
ville where he was formerly postmas-





Lay Inbedded -For Years.
Word from Woodville yesterday
was that several days ago the wife of
Dr. C. A. Elliott felt a pain in her
_arm and on examining the physician
found the point of a sharp needle
protruding. He tried to extract it
with tweezers, but broke the, needle.
He then opened the flesh and got
out the balance. lefa-s. Elliott now
remembers that while crawling when
a small child she got a needle into
-her arm and it was never taken out.
This is the first tithe it has bothered
her. She and the doctor lived here
for years until, tgoe. / _
.Leg of Johnnie Little Was Removed
At Infirmary in Cairo—Car
Jumped Track Yesterday. 1
Church Societies.
The Missionary society of the First
Presbyterian chuirch will meet at 3
o'clock this afternoon Wi1111, Mrs.
J lies A. Rudd of Kentucky avenue
between Sideie hid Seventh streets..
The Ladies' Mite society% of the
First Bagtiet church meets lit 3
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs.
James P. Thompson of Fourth -and
Washington streets.
-The canning industry the United
States 'hat grown to great propor-
tions. III 1005 there were $.55e,516
cages of tomatoes and teot8.665 case;
of -corn put op, these figures designat-
ing the number of cited with tw
doze') sans to the case.
) .
4
Miss Sarah Wilson of 1108 Monroe
street was the victim of a painful
secidesie yesterday afternoon at the
skating riek upon the third floor over
thh Betutswiele bowling alley on
Broadway near Fifth street. Her
tight Inn was broke in two different
places.
The young lady was stetting around
the rink when she fell and fractured
the arm, once near the wrist and the
oilier time near the elbow. She went
to the office of Dr. Jeff Rbbertscdr
one -block away and bad dressed the
injury that is quite painful.
Suddenly Delirious.
Last evening Mr. Samuel Givens
was found lying at Fourth and Madi-
son streets in Q very deliriou9 con-
dition. He is the well known tool
handle man, arid has been sick for
some day.. Week en route home
last evening about dank 'he was sud-
denly overcome with deteriu-m at that
intersection and fell to the ground
where found by parties who took him
-in a nearby residence where Dr.
Robertson was simintoned and gave
Sim medical attention. He was then
taken to hie berme where he is much
better.
Leg Taken Off.
Next week Johnnie Little expects
to' leave the infirmary at Cairo. and
then come to his 'home. in this city
as soon as passible. On his return
here he is short one leg than when
here before, the result of the accident
which overcome him last month
there, at the Egyptian city.
The lad itethe son of Mr. Williama
of the Saw ntibl department for
the I. C. shops here, and resides on
Harrison near Teeth street. The boy
and his coven, Ydrung Mir. Danaher
of here, were at Cairo en route to
*ter homes 'here. They boarded' a
hewing partisenger train at the Cairo
'unction, just outride of town where
the "dummy" train transfers eih pas-
genets to-the regular train. Young
Little got his foot underneath the
Wheel aqd it wae nearly groirnd off
before he'rould get it out, he finally
having to fall back and release his
hold on the .hanellet, before release
was effected. Four 'days afterwards
the doctors at the infirmary took off
the injured kg just above the knee,




Word, leen Si. Louie is that eflajor
Moses _Bloom, continites to improve
TRIPLETS BORN.
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Frogge Have
Two New Girls and, One
New Boy.
• Mr. Evan Frog,ge, thi well known
boiler maker of the Jackson foundry
at First and Kentucky avenue. yester-
day received word that he had be-
come the father of triplets, born to
his wife who is now at the home
of her father, Mr. J. R. Lucas, of
Benton. Mr. Frogge resides at
Tenth and Jones street here, while
hie wife 'has been at the 'been of, her
parents for several weeks. The
children aret two girls and one boy.
Mr. and M. Frog-ge have another,
cihikl, a tittle boy four years of age.
DIVIDEND IS 200 PER CENT.
La Crosse, Wiis., Jan. 25.—The
\rarer:eta Creamery semak iat ion of
Welliele COMM" boo compisaal a
markable year's business t and declar-
ed a dividend of nearly 200 per cent.
The company made 438,737 Pounds of
butter.
SOUTHERN CLIMES
R. PAT HA-LLORAN LEAVES
TONIGHT FOR SIX WEEKS
JOURNEY.
The Big leatterjohn Works Will Be
Thoroughly Overhauled and Put
in Better Condition.
IEGISLATURE
THE HOUSE PASSES THE
STREET IMPROVEMENT
CHARTER AMENDMENT




Frankfort, Ky.,' Tan. 25.—In • the
house today belt eighty-eight, intro-
duced by M. MeLean from Coving-
ton, was passed. This 'bill permits the
general council of cities of the sec-
ond class to ordet, ,by a two-thirds
rote, the improvement of streets, etc.,
and does away with the petition of
property owners as at present.
In the senate Senators Campbell
and Dehaven had a tilt on the bill
to tax dine and to protect the sheep
raising industry. Campbell- lopposee
the tall and said sheep never had
plate in history or classic literature.
Diehaven in reply recited the touch-
ing poem- that every one learned to
lisp at the mother's knee, "Mary Had
a Little Lamb," and Campbell col-
lapsed. The bill was aseed by a
vote of 21 1* 15.
The committee on municipalities
tonight voted to report -favorably the
enabling act permiting Louisville to
issue' four million bonds for new
ewers. •
Mr. Pat 'Halloran, general manager
of the big works of the Katterjohn
Construction company, up at Ceder
iluff, is in the city and expects to
leave toeight at 3:45 b'clock 
'fortrip through Old Mexico and 'the
Central American Republics of that
vicinity, where he will be gone for six
weeks or two month,.
During the absence of Mkt Hallor-
an the plant at Cedar Bluff will be
thoroughly overhauled, 'something
that has not been done to it for a
period of four years. lier. Katter-
john will be there to loola after things
during. the absence of the generai
manager, while during that period
Mr. Katterjohn is away the two fore-
men will supervise operations.
While the plant reedoseei deed', the
large foree of workmen will be en-
gaged shoveling the many feet of dirt
from off top of the ledtte of stone
standing' hack on the helebehind the
deep quarries. This standing under-
neath sa,me.
It will take several weeks, to over-
haul the plant and get the dirt off
top p4 the edditional rock to be
quarried, and- Mr. Halloran takes act-'
tetatte of this time, to go for a
Southern sojourn and get a rest,
whet several years of strenuous life
at the Marrioth plant.
While en route down here rester-
ay from the quarries that are sixty
mites above tthe city on the Louis-
vitle diritirm, 'Mr. Halloran sew on
a passing freight tram the big new
crusher thet was ordered from Chi-
cago and was, on its way up to the
plant It will be unloaded right away
and installed 90 as 130 inCteaSC the
capacity. of the plant.
'BELOW ZERO.
Yesterday Was in Quite Contrast'
With Just One Year Previous,
Prof. George Howison of the de-
partment of philosophy of the Uni-
versity of California has declared bit
belief in immortality of Ukelele
.1;
Te weathed of yesterday was quite'.
in contrast as competed to that which
prevailed' just one year ar on that
date, as January esth, 1905 the ther-
irrometor registered- just one degree
below, According to the record Lie-pt
during that long cold spell of then
by Colonel John W. Hall, the well
known real estate dealer. Yesterday
it was very pleasant, and in fact
warm eitough for persons to shed
their overcoets during the middle of
the day. The prediction for today
is height and clear weather, with
higher temperature._
GIRL- SLEE'PS TWELVE DATE '
Case of Wealthy farter's Daughter
Purim Specialists.
Los Angel-es, Cal., Jan.
Medical specialists are greatly ax
zled over the long sheep of Fie cnce
Parker, of Deer Lodge-, Mont. Miss
Parker, the daughter of Colonele.L.
C. Parker, a wealthy farmer, has
been asleep for twelve days. Phy-
sicians have made every effort—to
arouse her, but all their efforts have
been in vain.
Miss Parker was brought here yes
terday for tteatment. Up to tonight
the physicians had not succeeded in
diagnosing the trouble.
Sixteen Miners Entombed?
,Poteau, I. T., Jan. 25. News' hue
been received here of an explosion
in mine No. 6 at Witteville, a mining
village three mites from here, and it





MAN AND AUTHOR HOPE-
LESSLY, ILL
Was Alive Late Last Night, but the
Physicians Regarded Condition
as Hopeless
New York, Jan. 25.—At a late
hour to. irig'ht Gen. Joeeph Veheeter
was reported as still alive but in i
hopeless condition. His death was
expected at any moment, all the con- '
ditione being against him.
Gen. Wheeler has limn very ill
with pneumonia at the 'home of his
sheer, Mrs. Sterling Smith, 173
Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, whence
he came on a visit recently. At first
his condition was, not regarded as
serious, but it only remained hope-
ful for a day or two. He has stead-
ily grown worse and last night it
was agreed that -he was in a danger-
ous condition. Since there 'he has
grown worse sett about all hope to-
day was abandiottedefor 'his recovery.
Since night what change has (worr-
ied has been for the worse., The
veteren hero of two wars, the states-
man and author ere morning may be
no more. •
All Gen. Wheelet's family ha,






IN THE STATE LEG-
ISLATURE,
TEACHER LEAVES
MISS CLARA ANDERSON WILL.
ABANDON TEACHING ON
ACCOUNT OF HEALTH.
One Provides for $5,000 Now, and The Children All Come Back This
the Other for $2,000 Raise For • Afternoon at 3 O'clock After
Certain Districts. Their Cards..
There are being introduced at
Frankfort in the state begialature, bills
that have a bearing upon the salary
of Judge W. Me Reed of the circuit
court for this judicial district, and if
either of the measures' offered re-
ceived acheption, they will ultimately
affect the local judge.
One legislator in the house, has in-
troduced a bill providing that the
salaries of all circuit judges, outsicba
of Inisistville, be raised from the $3,000
which now prevails. to $5,000 per
year. Mr. Louis P. Head, this city's
representative in the legielature, has
presented a supplementary bill pro-
viding that $2,000 be addled to the
salary of the judges for those circuits
containing a city of 30,000 population
and not in continuous session.
Adoption of either one of the bills
has a direct bearing on Judge Reed,
because if the $5,000 measure is
passed he gets that sum right away,
while if Mr. Head's bill passes suc-
cessfully, Judge Reed gets, the $2,000
raise whenever Paducah reaches the
30,000 Mark. At present he gets
$3,000 like the balance of the circuit
judges.
BASEBALL
MESSRS. BROWN AND THOMP
SON LEAVE TOMORROW
EVENING.
Gathering Sunday at St. Louis Will
Decide Personnel of K. I. T.
League far Year.
Tomorrow evening at 7 o'clock
Mr. Charles Brown and - Mr. Gus
Thompson leave for St. Louis to
be present at the meeting called for
the coming Sunday at the Jefferson
hotel, at Which time there will be
present the representatives from ev-
- try city intending to join the K. I.
T. league for the coming summea
The -meeting was called by Mr.
Brown, who is president of the or-
ganization, but will refuse to serve
in that capacity for the ensuing sea-
son as it takes up entirely too
much of his time from Iris private
business. The others want him to
hold the position which he so ably
and satisfactorily filled last year,
but he cannot afford to sacrifice his
individual interests.
Great interest is, being taken in
the meeting Sunday, as the result of
the. deliberations will probably de-
cide whether Ow organization will
be six or eight clubs. East St.
Louis, Jacksonville, Ill., Danville
Ill., Cairo, II., Paducah. Ky., and
The other calif., will send represent-
atives, all of whom go prepared ti
put up their $2oo forfeit money, to
guarantee their good faith in join-
ing the league.
Many of the other towns Who
were in the body when 'it went to
pieces last 'year, desire to get back
in thie season* but the lntentions
ate to have only good towns and not
let there exist any "dead weights"
to prove drawbacks to the orgarviza-
tion as heretofore. Paducah was
practically the whole league in the
part, it being the hest. ball town in
the circuit, always coming forward
with about twice ae much- as any
of the other places.
'.TWO-STORY FLATS FOR
WEALTHY NEW YORKERS.
Apartments in New Astor Building
Will Rent for $20,00le a Year.
New York, Jan. 24. —The most
wenderful apartment house in the
world is to be built here by William
Wajdorf Astor, the expatriate. That
it will nost $5,000,000 is a mere de-
tail, for Mr. Astor has not- restrict-
ed hie architects and builders as to
the price. He will get full returns
from the tenants, n:a matter what it
costs. for apartments in it ell be
leased at $20,000 per year upward.
It will accommodate tto families, and
a regiment of servants, and will cev-
.er the entire block between. 13road-
waY. Went End avenue and Seventy-
eighth street and Seventy-ninth
streets. Further, the mere possession
of *a sufficient bundle of Noodle to
pay the rent will not he sufficient to
evettre apartments in it. No tenant
will he accepted except those of un-
retestienahle 4ocial and business stand
ing. A feature of the building will
be the two-story flak. which will be
really houses wifhn !nein-ea Rooms
twenty-five feet square will he cont.-
mOn, and there fliL. be plenty of light
and air—for eel" an extra charge is
always made in a New York apart-
ment houses The blinding will 
,.betwelve stories in lqght. and Italian
...renaissance in style. The toe tier
building tniarteriale Will. whenever pees
slide, _be ,hidslen_by _tiling. and mar,
fie and chiseled stone.
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 24.—Four
141.X.r4- -per••311A were slightly injured in
a collision yesterday at Glendora be-
tween thii .Santa Fe ,limited, west-
honed tr4in, ,.aird a local train. All
the injured were passengers on the
local. The limits-et train was run-
ning nixty-five miles an hoer when
the 'collision occurred, according...to
Tngineer tliemins, who was at the
throttle. The ,engirseer stuck to his
red . His fire-
man else e. enped enscratcheil.
Miss Clara Anderson, of the pub
IX schools, will leave this evening
for St. Louis to remain the balance
of !this winter and next summer on
account of her health, whith has been
very bad for quite a while, she having
some few weeks since been cone
tined at the hospital on account of
her ailments. •She has practically
tendered "her resignation as teadher
of the B first grade at the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway, and
Superintendent Lids is now procur-
ing someone., to take her. place. The
Superintendent thinks he can procure
local talent to properly fill the posi-
tion, but if he cannot he will tele-
graph for a certain party away from
here.
Miss Anderson has been conrk-ct-
ed with the schools here only since
the first of last September, but has
proven herself quite aan able instruc-
tor Whose services are lost with
deep regret ,by the superintendent
and others./ The substitute who is
to take her place will do so next
Monday, and if no local person can
be procured by that time some of
the students ef the high school will
instruct t'he room until the outsider
gets here.
, Come for Cards.
,This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
children of the schools will all come
tc their respective (rooms for the pur
pose of receiving the cards which
show them Whether ithey remain
where they now are or are promoted
or sent back to the mat lower grade.
Morgan Matter.
Yesterday morning in the police
court was the time to take up 'the
Ed alorgan warrant charging him
with disturbing the school during the
fight he had last week with Prof. J.
S. Ragsdale. The warrant was not
taken out tthough, but probabilities
are it will be dismissed, as the law-
yers express themselves as believing
this disturbance charge is embraced
in the breach of the peace for which
the blacksmith has already been
heavily hnteci.
SUPPLY COMPANY
OUTFIT WILL BE SOLD TO
SATISFY JUDGMENT OF
FOUNDRY PEOPLE
Appellate Court Reverses Murray
Circuit Court in Suit of Harris
Vs. Rowlett
This morning at the county court
house Sheriff John Ogilvie will sell
tht effects of the Paducah Toilet
Supply company to satisfy a, judg
merst of about $too against, the own-
ers of the- itipply concern for ma-
chinery and oeher material the foun-
dry furnished them. The court has
ordered the sheriff to sell the sup-
ply company's' machines, ironers, roll
ers and other livings so as to 'get
money enough to pay the jatlkson
Foundry and Machine company,
which got the judgment.
Undivided Land.
Lawyer Joseph Grogan yesterday
received from the court of appeals
at Frankfort word 'that he had won
the suit there of Will Harris & Corn
pany against J. L. Rowlett, all of
Murray. The appellate tribunal re
varsed the lower. (-tent and ordered
a new bearing.
Harris & .Company stied Rowlett
for $1,075 and Rowlett confessed to
judgment for $672. The court order
ed sold a e'er:airy piece of undivided
property. An appeal was taken to
the higher court and it reverses! the
lower tribunal by saying the entire
property could not he sold when.
only partially owned by the defend-
eat.
Be Arrested Today.
Reese Angles, the I. C. fireman,
will today be arrested when he
comes in off his run. on the warrant
cfharging him with bastardy, :Miss
Hattie Park claiming he ie the
father of her illegitimate. child. An-
gle was trying to compromise the






Several Deeds Lodged for Record,
Marriage Licenses Issued and
Commissions Filed.
In the county clerk's office there
has been filed articles of incorpora-
tion by the Paducah Buggy company
that is organized for the purpose of
dons* a retail buggy business. The
incorporators are H. D. Ferguson,
Charles H. Richardson and J.
Frank Cheek, who capitalise at VA%
the 'stock being divided into live
shares at Sloes each. Messrs. Fer-
guson and Richardson take two
shares and the other one share.
Property Sold.
Property in the Vaughan addition
to the city has been sold bo Ella
Pick by Gip Husbands for $250.
The heed was lodged for record
with the clerk yesterday.
Henry 'Beyer& sold to C. C. Grass
ham for $4,000, property near Arca-
dia.
%like Isetnan sold to Lizzie Ru-
dolleh for $750, property near Sixth
and Elizabeth streets.
C. C. Thompson bought from
Edgar B. Lyle for $250, property ly-
ing out on the Cairo road.
Property in the Vaughan addition
was bought for $t and other con-
siderations by Ella L. Crayton from
James W. Bottoms.
Licenses Issued.
Marriage licenses werc ,Issued by
the clerk, to • the foHowing: James
Surrett, aged 22, and Leora Fowler,
aged 22, of the city; Tom Aspley,
aged 38, of Franklin, Ky.. and Lena
Follin. aged 30. of Russellville.
Notary Public.
'Lou Palmer and W .H. Farley
filed with the clerk commissions they
received from 'the governor entitling
them to officiate as a notary public.
BITES OFF DOCTOR'S NO.
South Bend. Ind., Jan. 25.—Be-
cause Dr. F. C. Hubbard testified
against him in his divorce case Ho
sea Butler made a vicious attack on
him at F.att Claire, Mich., near here,
and bit off the physician's nobe. But
ler is under arrest.and has been tak-
en to St. Joseph, Mich., for safe
keeping.
Incendiarism is believed to hi re-
sponsible for a fire at Glasgow. Ky..
in which property worth $56,000 was
destroyed.
BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L Weil & C. Buy Out
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly ackillowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, wall a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of MT. Ashbrook
and hope for a contiruance of the
liberal patronage accorded him,
'guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ABRAM L. WEIL Sr CO.
IMPORTAN LIC NSE NOTICE
906.
THE PRESENT LICENSE ORDI
NANCE IMPOSES A PENALTY
OF TEN PER CENT. TO BE
ADDED TO ALL LICENSES NOT
PAID WITHIN THIRTY DAYS
FROM JAN 1ST, A906
THE TREASURER IS REQUIR-
ED TO COLLECT THIS PENAL-
TY ON ALL LICENSE NOT
PAID BEFORE FEBRUARY iST,
1906
MERCHANTS. LAWYERS, PHY
SICIANS AND ALL OTHERS, IN-
CLUDING OWNERS OF VEHI
CLES AND DOSS, WHO ARE
LIABLE FOR LICENSE TAX
ARE NOTIFIED TO COME TO
THE TREASURER'S OFFICE
DURING THE MONTH OF JAN-
UARY AND PAY THEIR LI-
ENSE OR THEY WILL SUFFERCFOURTEEN PERSONS INJURED.'
THE PENALTY ADDED BY
LAW.
IN FACT ALL PROFESSIONS,
AVOCATIONS, CONTRACTORS
AND DEALERS OF ,ALL KINDS,
BOARDING HOUSES AND RES-
TAURANT KEEPERS ARE LIA-
BLE AND ARE REQUIRED TO
PAY A LICENSE TAX, WHICH







The Incident—A huge touring ear—
bright red and earryitg a staring-eyed
chauffeur and a pretty girl—dashed
down the long, straight avenue.
A young woman of a certain pale
loveliness that could never pass unno-
ticed left the ildealk and started to
cross the roadway. Straight forward,
with a glance neither to the right nos
the left, she hurried until, with a faint
cry, she dropped to the ground just as
the whizzing wheels lashed the dust
Into a cloud about her.
A policeman gave three sharp notee
on his whistle. A bystander, his eyes
wide with horror, dashed across the
street and leaned over the prostrate
form. The young woman stirred,
opened her eyes and rose to her feet.
"Thank you; I'm quite uninjured,"
she said and turned away.
The Bystander—By George, I saw a
crazy thing this afternoon, Tom_ A
mighty pretty young woman tried to
cross Fairmont avenue when there
was a big red devil of an automobile
coming down the road. By Jove, it was
an outrage, Tom, an outrage! The
thing bore down upon her like a re-
lentless fiend. There seemed no es-
cape, positively no escape. It's • mar-
vel that every bone in her body wasn't
crushed into jelly. And she dame out
of it unscathed--absolutely unscathed!
Imagine my amazement, when I hur-
ried to pick up what I supposed would
be a lifeless corpse, to have that same
corpse get to its feet and walk off!
And I? I stood like a ninny looking
after it.
The Policeman—The car was num-
bered 8,714, sir. It was at the Juno
don of Piedmont street and Fairmont
avenue when I spotted it, and it was
running way beyond the speed limit. I
gave the signal, and Dolan held them
up inblock below.
Pretty Girl—Why, mamma, it was
horrid—perfectly horrid! Only think
of it—arrested—me! And poor Wil-
kins—he wasn't going fast at all. Just
as if I should allow my .chauffeur to
do that!
• It would have been all night,
mamma, and nothing would ever hare
come of it if it Ladn't been for a tutu-
pid little dowdy woman who tried t.0
cross the road right in front cf us.
Silly! I could have shaken her! GI
course some one sae us then, aa.i ue
were stopped by that horrid iolice•
man.
Was she hurt? How should I know?
We went by so quick I couldn't. see;
and after that man stopped
humph! I was so indignant! As for
Wilkins, he was so queer I was half
afraid of him. Actually, I don't know
but the thing turned his mind.
The Chauffeur (to himself)—How
slow we go; we seem to crawl. I'll let
her out—out—out! There—now it's
something like! Ale the wire—the
wind!—it thinks to conquer tie. It
beats my face and stings my eyes into
tears. Conquer , me—me? Why, a
twist of my hand so—and so—tted so—
ah, now we're moving! Ah, Sit
Wind, and you fight the harder, els!
I'll show you! There, take that, will
you?—and that—and that! I'll beat
you yet, you puny thing! I.00k at
the houses; look at the trees; see them
fly at my approach!
What's that—that black thing
straight in my path? A woman?
Does a thing of skirts and feeble
strength like that think to stop my
course? No—a thousand times no!
On, straight on—not one inch will I
swerve! Ah, ha, she's down—down
beneath my feet; and I have won—
won!
The Young Woman twrites)—To you
my little book. I will tell th, truth.
I meant to do that thing to•day. I
meant to have those wheels crash out
my miserable life. I thought It fitting
and proper that her pleasure carriage
should destroy the existence her beau-
ty had already made of no valtre. I
pictured him when he should see my
poor, dead body c-letioti into nothing-
ness by the woman who had stolen
his love from me; but, as the picture
grew in my vision I suddenly law the
scorn in his eyes and the sneer on his
Tips that he had ever loved so weak a
thing as I had proved myself to be—
and 'twee then tLat the wheels wee)
almost upon me! How I dropped to
the ground and slipped from the track
en the monster, I do not know myself
—but I did it; and the ugly rubber
tires only ground my skirt into the
dust.
And new I can walk and talk and
laugh; and oh, little book, how good
Just living seems!—Town Topics.
No Go.
"Here's a bit of verse,' said lbe
caller, "which I dashed off while on
the train the other day. See if you
don't think it shows a little of what
von might call reserve power."
The editor read it through.
"Yea," he said. "It shows entirely
too much reserve power. You shoind




Redd—I see somebody has given
8260.000 to construct a stadium for the
byraeuse university, where football
may be played.
Greene—Now, who is going to endow
the hospital beds? Ycinkcre Mika-
man.
Formalities.
"Of course yon are In favor of arbi-
tration." said one diplomat.
"Yes," answered the other. "It will
at least insure a reasonable .amount of





THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA,
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAM.; Ils"
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCHt
FOR THE SrALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 cnrrs
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i%c PER SINGLE ROLL,.
OR s CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, zoc, 15c, aria.
AND UP TO Ms.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES)
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INORAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY COISSIEVaiLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINN
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. "ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
OMR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.O. I_IMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTATC WESTERN KENTUCKY !ARIAL EASS
MONTHLY PAYMEN't LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.






at close of business, Dec. 30, sm.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts  $177.196 S4
Stocks and Bonds  • •  2,83054
Furniture add Fixtures  2,000 00
Cash and Exchange   55,178 8.1
$237.306 20
t LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock  • . 50,000 oo
3,56311
Deposits   183,643.09
Undivided Profits 
11237,206 . 20
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND.








o SOUTH THIRD ST PADUCAH. KY
MAIM, [IINUR & CO.
,K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLE,
WM. MARBLE. Lemon Chill Tonic
.IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.Hendrick, Miller A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
and Ma,rble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 •Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both p...ones p,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TRQU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH,.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG.
STORES.










W TO MAKE IT
'1)0' KILL
LENTS.
Legislature of State Seriously Con-
sidering Act to Put Permanent
Sufferers to Death.
_Columbus, O., Jan. 24.—The house
-of representatives has voted to re-
eceive the 'bill offered by Representa-
tie Henry T., Hunt, of Cincinnati,
, providing for the legal putting to
-death of those who through sickness
wr injury desire the happy dispatolo
Probably a stranger debate the old
',capitol has never heard. At first the
members were disposed to treat the
icsd:r.g of the measure 1•:Featly, and
now and then a muffied laugh was
heard as the details were slowly un-
folded, but gredually the assembly
sobered down as the gravity of the
subject began to dawn.
The putative author, Mr. Hunt,
arose to say that he had introduced
the bill at the request of a most es-
timable lady of Hamilton county,
and that it had been indorsed by a
number of medical men eminent in
their profession.
"When a dumb brute injure• itself
do we not, as an act oi mercy, chlo-
roform or shoot it?" 'he asked.
"Why thould we not extend to the
human what we give to the brute. I
nwsell have seen a rekitive suffer
agony for three monbhi: and incessant
ly pray for death to end the suffer-
ings we could not relieve."
The motion to reject was defeated
by a vote of eg to 23, and the bill
eas ordered to a second reading.
The bill provides that any portion
of lawful age, of sound mind, who is
'fatally injured or is so ill of disease
that recovery is impossible, or who
is suffering great physical pain or
torture, may be treated by a physic-
ian, not a relative or interested in
his or her estate, and in the presence
of three witnesses be may ask the
patient if he or she cared to be pet to
death according to the law.
Should the patient's answer be in
the affirmative then three reputable
physician-. are to be called in, and if
they concur—that is, if they decide
that there is no dhance for recovery
--then an anesthethic is administered
until death enruew. No provision to




When Patronage Is Too Small and
Cannot in Some Way Be Im-
proved.
Washington, Jan. 24.—Ill replying
to num/entre inepsiries, Fourth Assist-
ant Postmaster-General MeGnew has
indicated dee purposes of the depart-
ment in connection with an inspec-
tion of rural free delivery routes
which is in progress with a view to
discontinuing or reducing the service
of such of them as show little pat-
ronage. In answering the inquiries
Mr. McGraw has replied substantial-
ly as fotlowss:
"In discovering that there is a lack
of patronage On a given route con-
sideration is pri.en first to the possi-
bility of increasing the' interest in the
service on he refutes; !second, to the
possibility of •rearranging the route
so as to increase the patronage; third,
to the possibility of lotablialring ev-
ery-other-day service in lieu of daily
service., and 'last to its discontinuance
*here the conditions are such that
the expenditure is unwarranted.
While no fixed rule as to the
amount of rime vent+ should be hand
led on aewe} route has been adopt-
ed, Mill the department feele that the
average rural route should handle
3,000 pieces of mail per month, with
a possible minimum of 2,000. The
expenditure involved in operating the
service on a given route might not
be • deemed wartanted, e,ven though
the minimum of *oleo pieces of mail
per month were handled, where it
was found that a cpnsidieratile num-
ber of the possible Partrons were not
availing themerelvee of the benefits
of the service." •
BURNHAM WILL QUIT
MUTUAL RESERVE LIFE
Another Insurance President Said to
Have Deckled to Resign.
New York, Jan. 24.—The World
'says today: Frederick A. Burnham,
it was laid yesterday, will follow the
example of other Ilk insurance pres-
idents end resign the presidency of
the Mutual Reserve Life Insurance
company.
George D. Eldredge, vice presi-
dent of the company, may :No re-
tire, though there are many emit-
witehers of the company who would
like to see Mr. Ektridget remain.
The annual meeting of the com-
pany will be held soon..
Hew a Woman Reasons.
(Council Grove, Ky., Guard.)
A woman never loses interest in
the man the might have married. If
'he succeeds she prides 'herself on the
fact that she could have had him
If he flail e she is equally proud of the
fact that she Iliad foresight enough
to turn him down.;
MILLIONS LOST
RAILROADS AND LUMBER IN-
TERESTS SUFFER GREAT
DAMAGE.
Mountain Flood Makes People Flee
for Their Lives to the Top
of Hilit.
Weston, W. Va., Jan.
'heavy wind and -rainstorm, resemb-
ling a water spout, passed over the
southeastern -portion of this state
yesterday, flooding Cherry, Holly and
Elk rivers, and carrying away
bridges, 'houses and many million
feet of valuable timber. In Rich-
eood water 'rose five feet in the
houses on Oakford avenue, and three
ftct in the waie'ne, room of the pas-
Geiger depot. The Baltimore & Ohio
lose is estimated at $15,000.
The water came up so suddenly
that men, women and ohildrese had
to wade waist deep out of their
homes to the mountain top. The
lower story of the clothes' pin factory
and the Cherry river tannery was
flooded. The Cherry River Lumbar
company's yards were under water.
The loss to the yards and else tog-
ging road cannot be estimated. At
Curtiss two milroad bridges on the
Pardee and Curtin Lumber com-
pany's road were washed out. The
loss es many thousand dollars.. At
Curtin also a barbershop, with all its
fuenitute and tools, went down with
the current, every duir remaining
in its position. • Over twelve miles
of the golly River & Addison rail-
road were completely washed away
between Holly Junction and Webster
Springs. This company has given
out notice that its train service is
temporarily discontinued..
The Smith Bros.' Pt-aping company
of Patitersburg, suffered a heavy loss
to its plant and timber.
A report that fifteen lives were
lost was not confirmed. The total
money loss will run up into the mil-
lions.
Bride 65 and the Groom 7o.
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 24.—M r s.
Mlsry.S. Holiand, aged about 65 year.;
and hailing from) Kentucky, the land
of perennial youth was married yes-
terday to Robert Wheatley of Texas,
who acknowledges to an even seven-
ty summers. The wedding occurred
in the county court clerk's office, and
both parties came from a distance to
inert here and have the nuptial knot
tied. They left at once for Texas.
Cemetery Sexton.
. Mr. John Porteous, the tomb
stone and marble dealer is acing sex
ton for Oak Grove iremeitery, filing
the place made vacant by the death
of his uncle. Mr. William Porteous,
several days ago, and who was buried
yesterday.
It is more than probable that Mr.
Jorn Porteous will be chosen sexton
of the place, as he has been assisting
the others around the cemetery all
his life alvd more 'thoroughly under-
stands the business than any other
living party. lie officiated in this
capacity while his recently deceased
uncle was in Scotland last year for
his ilealth.
Expressing himeetf in favor of a
unifinen divorle law, Gov. Be-ckharn
asked the house and senate to name
a delegate to the divorce law con-
gress to be iheld in Washington. As
one delegate the executive named the
lion. John IA. Carroll, of Owen
county.
An explosion of a boiler in a saw-
mill four and one-half miles from
Frisk:time, Wis., resulted in the kill-
ing of seven men and the injury of
three others.
Mrs. Rebecca Wagner is dead at
Te.ronto, Ont , aged tea years. She
was the daughter of Humphrey May,
who married the disughter of Presi-
dent MI/idiom.
TEN BLOCKS
ABOUT ENOUGH fdOiNEY IS
LEFT TO IMPROVE THAT
MANY STRETS,
Probabilities Are Second to Wash-
ington and Then to First Will
Be Improved.
City Engineer Washington yester-
day said that he thought the $25,000
that would be left over in the street
bond money after the improve-
ments •now under way are complet-
ed would be sufficient to pay the
city's part of above ten more
blocks of paved -street work. When
that is-done the bond money will be
gone and *thing snore left with
which to lo this, character of work
-until another issue is voted. The
cost per block of reconstructed
streets is about $5,000 for the streets
one-half of which is paid by the mu
nicipality and the remainder by the
parties owning property abutting
the improvement. This does not
include the sidewalks, which are
paid in full by the property owners.
There is some talk among rthe of-
ficials of having South Second
street paved from Second and Ken-
tucky avenue, where the brick street
now ends, up Second to Washing-
ton, and then pave Washington from
Third to First. Along those three
blocks flourish big mercantile eetab-
liihments from whence much heavy
hauling is done. The streets down
there have been the source of much
annoyance and trouble to the city
authorities in keeping them in re-
pair, as it seems improper drainage
doe-s not carry away the water lett
standing after a rainfall, hence the
thoroughfares are more or less in a
very muddy and bad condition. It
is believed that by paving Ulm
strict with brick this can be done
away with and then in addition a
most excellent thoroughfare given
for -the vast amount of traffic going
through that neighborhood..
First street is becoming lined with
wholesale houses again, while the
river front switch track for the I.
C. runs along that thoroughfare.
This means that great amounts of
,heavy -hauling is done over this
highway also. The people down
there badly want it paved.
The other street spoken of being
reconstructed this year it North
Fifth from Jefferson to Trimble
etreet, giving a good outlet from the
business section to the I. C. freight
depot at Sixdfi and Campbell streets.
These with other thoroughfares
Pre neentlioned ?for reoolnetz uiction,
but 'the question will not be fully
decided for a few weeks yet.
NORFOLK COMPRESS
AND MUCH COTTON
Destruction by Fire—Loss Saso,000
-2-One Life Believed to Be Lost.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 24.—The inter-
national Compress company's cotton
ccnnpress on the Elizabeth river here,
together with much stored cotton in
the warehouses and sheds of Rogers,
McCabe & Go., were burned early
eoday, and an intervening wall of
oyster shells Wagi the only thing that
saved from destruction the property
of the Norfold Warehouse associa-
tion's ice plant and) irony more bales
of cotton stored in adjoining ware-
houses.
Jacob Addison, a white laborer at
the burned compress, was asleep in
the building at tbe tinve and is be-
lieved to have perished. Henry Slni-
madine, engineer, whie was also asleep
in the compress, barely- escaped with




The fire is supposed to 'have orig-
inated from crossed electric lighting
wires in the burned cotton compress.
The horned plant was situated on
wharves eurrounded on three Rides by
water, arid- rine prevented to a large
extent a general spread of the fire.
 Ammomminie




Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
January 23, 21, 25 and 25 we willjaccept
this ad. as 10 per cent. on[any:purchase
of 50 cents or over in our shoeldepartment •
Remember, this is for the days mentioned.
Cash sales only.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
The Bell-Ringer
of Ghent
Illy ARTHUR H. VANDENBF1tG
(Author et '• A Congresaman Made to_ . 
Order," etc )
(Copyright, loos, by Joseph' B. Bowles.)
I sat before the hearth in my dark-
ened study. I was musing upon a
strange addition which the afternoon
had brought to my curios. It had come
front Spain—whence the source or
donor I knew not.
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten
with the rust of exposure, corroded
with the age of centuries. Here and
there were seams and cords that stood
eitt like swollen veins in the forearm
St a laborer. The rust I first mistook
ter blood. Blood was ant incongruous
with the fantasies which this strange
thing sent swirling through my brain.
Then there were two indistinct in-
iseriptions, almost eaten away by the
honeycombing of the eleinents. At the
tipper end of my iron cudgel I deciphered
by aid of the microscope an indistieet
date-1640. It was set across a eoist-of-
arms. The escutcheon I could not
make eut; I thought, however, that I
Il&W a bishop's miter and a heads-
man's ax. On the swollen head was
cut in crude letters: "The Tongue of
Roland."
With my strange cudgel of rusty
black came a scrap of parchment, evi-
dently torn from a tower register.
Across the top of the page stood forth
In letters bolder than the rest the title
"Ghent." Then followed this strange
entry:
April 11. 1540.—To Mr. Jacques Ban's,
ekeeutioner, for having tortured twice
Jean de Lannoy, beilringer, bl sou& To
Ms same for having executed, by dr, said
Lasnoy, 410 moue For having thrown his
cinders Into the River Scheldt, 4 sous For
plucking out the Tongue of Roland. 30 sous.
The Tongue of Roland hung be-
fore the mantel. • The flickering
flames swung its long black shadow
tack and forth across the tiles.
And then a strange thing happened.
I fell into a waking slumber: I
dreamed of the Tongue of Roland, of
the bishop's miter and the headman
ax, of Jacques Barra and De Lannoy,
I caught a glimpse of the story of my
rusty black cudgel. Here is the tale:
• • • • •
"I've seen pictures like it, John. It's
Islands by two intersecting streams
_
" WHO roams?"
land sea, eat lute a score or more eel
bound together by a web of stone
.and wooden bfidgee. la the heart 01
-this inland archipelago was spread a
broad pialeance. From its mania/
-borders rose a four-walled tower,
clapped at a height of half a thousand
test with a golden dragon. Beneath
tke dragon swung a monster bell.
The city was Ghent. The inscrip-
tion across the bell was simple: "My
vase Is Roland; when I am rung has-
tily then there is a fire; when I re
sound In peals there Is a storm In
Flanders."
Jean de Lannoy was the bellman
For 60 years he had swung upon the
hempen chain which loosened Roland'i
tongue. He had called the burghers
together to fight back invasions of Os
northmen. He had signaled for rebel
lion and seen plebeians plunge theii
swords in one another's backs
But to-day Jean de Lannoy was ir
gr'ef. He was pulling, slowly ant
sadly, the final stroke upon the call
%bleb brought the weavers from theft
work and finished their day of toil
Roland's tongue beat out two peal*
welch echoed across the city painted
scarlet by the setting sun. Scarlet wee
a fitting hue, for Flanders had jest
washed herself In gore. Then, a,
though in echoing challenge, rang out
the sharp shrill notes of a bugle. Df
Law", hastily fixed the hempen rope
to tlfe great spit in the wall and de-
scended the stone Oahe to the prison
floor. He was met by a stout knock
upon the outer door.
"Who comes!" he shouted to the un-
known Invader. He leaned forward
with ear latently fixed against the cas-
lag.
"I, Jacques Barra, with an 'order
from the emperor."
"Jacques Barra!" he Reseed, clasp-
ing his hands to his breast with I
deep-drawn shudder. "Jacques Barra!
,H. of the black heart and dripping ax!
Who tortured to a lIngertng death 14
Flemings yesterday, here before this
t ery belfry!"
"Open to me and my , warrant!"
shouted the voice.
"Warrant!" De Lannoy muttered.
There was yet fresh .in his mind the
dread scenes of the week past. Charles
O. had entered Ghent In pomp and
splendor at the head of archers, hal-
berdmen and musketeers, armed to the
teeth. He had 001/1e to quell the in
eurrectionists, who, fired by the Tongus
of 
Roland' had taken 
up arms to THE 'KENTUCKY
re-
Slit the impost of s, tribute tax 
of one million caroli. The emperor had TELEPHONE 548,given ores 14 of elte ringleaders to
death te Ere at the hands of Jacques
Barra. But still-his vows of vim- ..MkTINTLE- AN DNIGHT.geance were unsatiated. There
mained the Tongue of Roland and the
"ie.. •
bellenan from ' whose Mind had swelled
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the calls to war. IJacques, Barra beat again upon the Gordon & Bennett Presentdoor. De Lannoy stood within with
back met hard against the great °a-
panels. Them he shot back the chaina'.
rolled the door, and bowed low across 
the threshold before the gorgeous her-.
aid. Upon the bell-ringer's right arm
was sewed a telltale band of white.
It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barra looked down upon De Lannoy,
and with a sneer upon his scarred and
bearded countenance, gruffly interpo-
lated:
"I ma the man of Charles. By his
order I am oommanded to take posses-
sion at this belfry, tear from its roots
the Tongue clf Ro'ned"—be r`oneel
short a IliCkaldlal, 1.11(1 Li"
tones intended to ein.k into teM heart
of the bellman—"and should I encoun-
ter resistance, I am to use my own
discretion. Remember Levien Pyle"
"Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
answered De Lannoy, sparring for
time, although he well knew the grew-
some story.
"A man after your own black heart
—it dog of a traitor with a white badge
upon his arm"—he pointed with his
sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He
died—but unhappily. I, the man of
Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
until he swooned from lose of blood."
He laughed mockingly and threw his
steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
one of the attendants and tore from
his hands his short sword. With it he
disposed of the servant from whom
IL had been snatched, and turned upon
the herald. The wounded attendant
fell to the mosaic pavement with a
groan. Like hungry tigers two other
fellows leaped upon the beilmans back
before he could make another move,
and bore him to the ground.
A leathern thong was wrapped
around De Lannoy's wrists and twist-
ed taut until cruel channels were
gouged into the unprotected skin.
"Now for the bell, men," Barra
cried, pointing upward with his sword.
"Tear out the clapper—and make short
work of it."
It was quickly done; Roland',
tongue hung upon a coupling which
ene man could readily loosen.
Barra laughed again with the old
sneer. He book the hempen rope
with which the beilman had been
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run-
ning up the ladder In the wall, fas-
tened it to the coupling in the heart
of Roland from whet the clapper had
rwung.
Then he dropped the coil. It fell
dtreetly in De Lanuoy's upturned face
The beliman groaned in anticipation
of hie fate.
Barra kindled a fire In the corner of
the tower. He broke We chairs and
table, feeding their kindling Into the
tiames. Into the heart of the blaze he
thrust the heavy end of the bell clap-
per. In silence he watched it for sev-
eral moments. De Laanoy in a frenzy
cursed him once. Barra only laughed
and drew the iron tongue from the
Nimes. The end was white with, eat.
Quickly he carried the tong& to
the hempen rope, and, fastening it
through the coupling, hung it over
De Lanney's face. It swung ten inches
above,,piet, yet the heat turned the
belerni`e's cheek a livid green, and cast
into his eyes the fire of a demon.
Barra drew a fagot from the tire and
touched it to the hempen rope. The
strands caught the ewe, and a tiny
ringlet of smoke floated out into the
air. Barra thrust his hands deep
into his pockets and with staring eyes
watched first the burning rope, then
the white-hot tongue of iron, then the
face of his victim. De Lannoy's teeth
were set as in a vise. His jaws stood
out as from a skull. His eyebrows al-
ready were burned away.
The room was dark as the blackest
night. The two attendants huddled.
shivering, against the remotest corner
of the tower. Their eyes were fixed
upon the rope in ghastly state. The
nave of smoke grew heavier. Now
and then the burning strands sput-
tered their threatening warning. 'fhe
iron tongue was- trembling. It
lurched—once—twice—then an awful
scream of agony burst. through the
tower walls, bounding from the bblfry
in terrorizing echo. -.leaving the sky of
Ghent as had the Tongue of Roland.
• S •
I jumped to my ratieriirith a cry of
fright. My face and brow were wet
with cold sweat. I was trembling
from heed to foot. Intuitively I
glanced to the mantelpieces for the
Tongue of Roland. It had fallen ic
the hearth, and -the end which lay
le the smouldering fire was white with
heat
THE FIRST GRIN.
Well, baby wee, just yesterday
Ton smiled oa.me in such a way
With such a toothless. 'winsome grin
As opened gates to let me in—
To let me in and make me glad—
The joys of being Just a dad.
'Twos your first grits, and, I allow,
I feared you didn't quite know how
To crack a smile; you've looked so glum
At me lust ever since you come
That I was worried, I avow;
But that's all past and done with now.
I was just holding your wee hand
When you looked up with such a blend
And rummy grin, I swear to you
I didn't know Just whet IO do.
flu: !nought my foot down with a thump
That brought your mother on the jump.
An', when I pointed ,town at you,
She gave a look an' she grinned, too;
An' there we were bunched up, we three
Each one a-grinnin'; seemed to be
A reglar grinfest: lesS or heart,
Mar 7•Ad and laughter never part.
--Liouston rest .







Al EXCELLENT CAST OF 25
Prices: Matinee — Children, ese:
adults soc.
Night--as, 35, so, se and Si
Seats on sale Friday at g a. in.
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Tonight Will Be Presented
"The Whole Damm Family"
A Farce Comedy
6 -- BIG SPECIALTIES — 6
Seats on sale at usuel hours at the
box office of The Kentucky.
HAVING LEASED OUR FOUN-
TAIN TO
an HAYS













Will practice in all courts of Kew
tucky
NOTICE! -
Highest price paid for second-hand
toN2es exr2c:
FUrqithre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
Cowl street Old phone 13e1
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in con:miles.







IliWill br  'leisure mu your
home d . the long winter
evenings. They are pkying
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
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Friday Morning, Jan. 26, 1906.
There is a growiug doubt among
the people of the 'state as to Whether
or not the legislature is going to so
amend the election laws as to give
the people honest electiorss. There
i•s a bill before the assembly Which
would give the relief the people de-
mand, but the little interest in or
friendship shown for it raises the
doubts of the people as to the act
becoming a law. It is freely charg-
ed in some sections that the "ma-
chine" fears such an act and in oth-
ers
/
 it is just as freely charged that
'tie administration) wI not amend
the -laws now existing not caring to
destroy their only hope at ithe polls.
When it is called to mind that of
the many bills presented that an out-
side body—the bar of Louisville—
had to .appear with this' proposed
amendment of the eleotion laws and
as a body urge' its enactment, the
fear the people seem to have that
the legislature is inclined to if not
determined to ignore the greatest
service they could do the people is
not without full justification.
The latest developments as to the
rascality practiced in the election
held in Louisville last November—
and these developments have been
made through the court opening and
examining the ballots within the
boxes returned to the county offi-
cials—prompts the query as to how
muc'h more evidence of the election
of hia.aompetitor Mayor Barth wants
before he wi:1 reign the place to
which he was not elected. He said
a few days after he had been sworn
into offiee, when interviewed while
4 n a trip to Cincinnati, that if the
contest Showed he was not elected
to the office he held he 'mould not
remain therein but resign. If the
evidence heretofore taken of the
rascally coeduct of the election and
the theft of the 'offices wa s nice
.enough to convince him surely the
recounting of the ballots, as made in
court by some of the most respons-
ible officials in office, ehould be
enough. But the courts are after
him and his associates on the count-
a-d-in ticket, and if there is any jiis-
tice in the finding which has. to be
made sootier or later the mayoa, and
has associates will be ousted from
the placea to which they are ̀  Un-
doubtedly not entitled.
The !house has passed the joint
statehood bila which lets in the pro-
hosed two new states of Oklahoma
and Arizona. The passage of this
bill is regarded as Speaker Cannon's
first defeat of the independent " or
"insurgent" element among the re-
publicans'of the house and evidences
his strength in the body. He may
have to- rout them again, :however,
but it is doubtful. The next tiesle
may come up on the rate hill, waich
he **tends pledged to Presidant
R-hoseVelt to also pass through the
house, " •
.41% • al
• There is an intimation that the
council ic considering the question
of confining the sale of li nor to a
certain district of the city, so that
the residence part of the city may'
be reLieved of such objectionable
heuseS as now exist .in many parts.
If the board wants to win the plate
data „of the peoplF generally all they
'Nam to do is to make this report a
fact. There is no question of the
arights of. the board in the premises,
tith& power being...a right granted be-
yond a doubt.
Of all Americans, those of ,French
extraction spend the smallest propor
lion of their inaorne n food.
ludianapolis, Ind., Jan: 25.-1-Robert
laryant and Thomas Fard.eli, two
young men employed in railroad cow
struction' work try the Big Four, in
'Dearborn -county, attended a dance
last night. Both had been drinkiag
and, in the course of the evening,
they got into an akertation which
was about to end in a fight when they
were asked to leave the house.
Both expressed a 'willingness to
fight it out when they got out of
doors, and some one suggested that
whisky would be a proper weapon, as
they' seemed to have become es-
tranged through its influence. Fol-
lowed by the crowd they event at
once to a bar and began to drink, a
comeruittee being appointed from
among the bystanders to see that
eaeh was given the same sized drink,
For more than an hour they stood at
the bar drinking, but, after Bryant
had drunk his forty-fifth glass be fell
to. the floor and .was counted the
loser. Both men are now under the




Hunters Report Large Flocks of
Ducks and Geese Here.
(Many bunters can be seen going
and corning every' day to the lakes
on the other side of the Ohio, and
also taking jaunts up and down the
river. They report that thoireands
of geese and duck exist every-where
around here and they are finding ex-
cellent hunting, especially as the
weather is not bitter, hut to the re-
verse, quite favorable for the pleas-
ant outings. •
.By the time *the duck and geese
season is over the tportsmen will be
ready to resume thhir trap shooting
On their club grounds at Wallace
park:
NO CITY WANTS GAMBLERS
Quincy Outfit Has Had Time Get
ting Anywhere With Goods.
Quincy, Il., Jan. 25.—Parapiherna-
lia valued at several thousand dollais
siezed in a raid by the civic federa-
tion was reaurned ete the gamblers
on a promise to ship it out of the
city under the supervision of the
sheriff. The car was ready to go to
St. 'Louis when the authorities there
threatened seizure and late tonigtht
the bill of lading was changed to
Keokuk.
The mayor of Keokuk has detailed
police to watch 'for and confiscate
the goods.
ORPHAN CHILDREN.
Rev Chiles Has Two That He De-
sires to Give Some Family.
Rev. Chiles, of the Third street
Rescue ?4ssion, hes two orphan chil
di en !fiat he would like to give to
some good family, and anyone desir
ing to adopt either of the little one;
can communicate with him. One is
while the other is a boy it years old.
while the other is a bay ir years old.
Both are strong and 'healthy and of
good families.
The Latest In Brief.
A Chicago company has bought the
Jackson, Tenn., street car line and
wiK‘triprove the same.
There is areother small strike
among some of the Miners at Tracy
City, Tern. The men walked out be-
cause the bosses discharged two fel-
low workmen.
The situation at Canton, China, is
again said, to he very critical. The
..cling is growing stronger against
the foreign element.
. Frank Rockefeller, who was sub-
poheaed to go before the New York
commission which is inveetigating the
alleged combine in . Nlissouri, r-
fuses to answer the surnmons and
says hie will go 'PO jail first.
The foreign trade of the United
States is said to have reached the
enormous sum of three millions dur-
ing 1505 as shown by statistics geth-
ered by the goverirmerre This is
an increase of something like a mil-
lion over the year Toms.
Nashville is very much cleated over
the report that the I. C. R. R. is
thinking of building a line from that
point to lairmingleams
The examination of witnesses in
the Greene an, Gaynor cave is Iii full
swing now at Savannah, Ga. I •
The senate committee on foreign
relations has decided to report favor-
able to the ceding of the Isle of
Pines to Cuba. It is Felielted that
this will he the decision of congress.
Secretary Taft explained to the
senate chnanittee on finance the ar-
eangements meek by him and the
Isthmian canal commission with the
banks of Panama ai to money mat-
ters. He declared that the parity of
fractional coinage with gold was to
'be maintained. • • '-
The English ekctions continue.
They 'however close with the contests
tin Orlanere itnerthe Shrtilanits on
February 7th. Wednesday the results
of the contests stood as. fol-
lows: Unkrristai, 3 and Labor-
it t, rnaking .the totals: • Libetalth
3 ; Unioais•ta, 142; Irish National-
i.' 8t; Laborites, 48.
FIGHT DUEL WITH WHISKY soca GALE
One of Disputants Drinks Forty.
Five Glasses and Colapses. .1
'MISS HELEN POWELL ENTER-
TAINED MAGNA QUARTO ,
CLUB.
Miss Follin and Thomas Eaplley
Married Here—Rector Wright -
Lectures on "Weeds." •
-Miss Helen Powell Wednesday
evening most charmingly entertained
Vise Magna Quarto club in the spac-
ious parlors of Hotel Craig at Fifth
and Jefferson streets. It was A
most delightful affair furnishirel.
much pleasure for the young folks.
The brilliantly lighted parlors and
eecegtion halls presented a gay ap-
Ipearance with the happy young la-
dies and gentlemen who spot( sever
a! hours over the card board.
Thhh, prize for the consolation was
taken by Miss Lillian Hobson, while
the lady's first gift went to Miss
Barnett Buckner. Mr. John Orme
captured that for the gentleman. Af-
•ter the game a most tempting lunch
eon of many delicacies was served
by the charming young hostess.
Those present were Misses Rose-
bud Hobson, Lillian Hobson, Eliza-
beth Sebree, Garnett Buckner, Gene
Morris, Elsie Hodge, Mary Cave,
Mildred Souk, Lucrette Souk, Mar-
jorie !loving, Henrie Alkott, Helen
Hills, Flossie Craig, Sarah Sanders
'and Messrs. George Cabell, Ned
Ashbrook, Guy Jones, James. Lang-
staff, Cheeks Rieke, Willie Rudy,
John Cullinane, Lorenzo Emery,
Zack Hayes, Guy Martin, John
Orme and Henry Henneberger.
Couple Married Here.
Yesterday afternoon at i o'clock
Miss Lana Follin•, of Ruseellville,
Ky., and Mr. Thomas Aspley, of
Franklin, Ky., were united in mar-
riage here at the. residence of Mr.
R. A. Russell, of 1647 Clay street.
The ceremony was officiated over by
Rev. D. W. Bass, of the Tenth
street 'Christian church, in the pres-
ence of just a few relatives and
friends, and was followed by depacL
ure of the happily mated pair, who
left at 2 o'clock over the N., C. 8c
St. L. railroad for Franklin, -where
they will make their future 'home.
The couple are quite prominent
young people of their respective Git
ieseehe- groom being a leading young
business man of Franklin and known
to a nomber of Packiethans. The
bride is endowed with unusual beau-
ty and engaging manners and quite
attractive. The couple came here
for the marriage to be performed' at
the Russell home, the young lady be
ing a sister-in-law of Mr. Russekli
•
Bee "Humpty Dumpty."
Yesterday Mesdames harry G.
Johnson, W. J. Lewis, Gus Gideon
and several others went to Memphis,
Tenn., where last evening they wit-
nessed the performance of "Humpty
Dumpty" at the Lyceum theatre.
The group of ladies will retiree this
afternoon from that city.
The "Humpty Dumpty" company
is one of the largest upon the road
and the play is meeting with great
'success everywhere. There are (Wet
200 people in the caste, and it takes
five baggage cars to carry the bag-
gage, three day coaches for the
troupe and two sleepers to transient
them over the country.
Reports from Memphis last even-
ing were that a mammoth audience
greeted the performance and was
(highly pleased.
Afternoon Nuptialii.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Miss Lena Fowler and Mr. James
Stuart were united in marriage at
the home of the bride's mother, 319
Ohio street. Quite a few friends
were present for the cerentiony
Which was performed by Justic!
Charles Emery.
- The contracting parties are popu-
lar, young people of the South Side,
}Alert they Live.
Church Entertainment.
This everting a "Chafing laish Par
ty" entertainment wil11 be given at
the Broadway Methodist church
league parlors by the literary and so
cial committee of the Senior Epherth
league. Music and social conversa-
tion will form th evening's diver-
sion, while dainty refeesinnents pre-
pared on the chafing dishes by the
yoang ladies will be served. All
young peopV, single or married, of
(the dhurch 'and in touch with the
'work are cordially invited to attend.
Rector Lectures. -
Rector David Wright. of Grace
Episcopal church, will one week from
this evening lecture ups "Weeds"
in the guild room Of the new parish
house. The public is cordially irD-
sited to attend as there is in store
for them an eloquent treat front this
able" and (talented divine.
For Monuments,
A 1novernent is on foot over the
state by Southern veteraits and
Daughters of the Confederacy look-
ing tower"' securing an appropria-
tion -from the state legislature for
construrtion of monuments, at Shiloh
in memory- • of Kentieicy soldiers:
The local chiptec .01 Ault-Ott-1-s are
tifrarn g a petn i io .to he Sent to
Mea • • L. P. Head and Wheeler
Camp ell, this city's representatives,.•
a king them to advocate such a
measure..,
Announcement Cards.
Ye,:crdaY there arrived -here 'cards
as follows, Announcing the wedding
several clays ago at Columbus, Miss.,
of Miss Lee and Mr. Wil D. San-
ders, latter of "here :
"Mn'. and Mrs. William Hollins
heal Lee have the honor of announc-
ing the -marriage of their daughter.
Anne Louise, to Mr. William David
Sanders on Wednesday, the twenty-
fourth of January, one thousatid
nine hundred and six, at Columbus,
Mies."
TO WATERY CRAVE
(Corvtineted from first page.)
from the wash of the waves, although
the flying spray dashed over their
heads. Suddenly the mast tottered
and there came a shriek from those
on it, and the next moment it fell
with a crash, carrying its load of
human freight to death. Their bod-
ies were washed from the ship and
we saw them dashed against the
rocks.
"AB the food was washed away.
We had no water to drink. The
wind and rain, combined with the
sea, soon numbed us. Every little
while one of those in the rigging
would lose their hold and be swept
away to the *harp rocks.
"When we saw 'the Queen in the
morning we thanked God for sav-
ing us, but when she, its 'company
with tee tug, sheered off aud sailed
away she was followed by nothing
but curses. I suppose it was too
dangerous for them to attempt to
save ih•
"When the Topeka finally hove in
sight we determined to make an ef-
fort to reach her in the raft lift.
Eighteen of its started.
"Part of the time we were under
water and almost drowned. But we
were impelled by desperation aid
fought against the elements like de-
mons.
"We held one man upright in the
center of the raft and had 'him wava
a shirt on a pole. When we saw
the steamer turn, we thought she
had oevrlooked us and was gong
away. If she had, we would lave
died right there.
"The waving of the shirt on tba
raft reminds me that when the Queen
wac first sighted the women in the
rigging of the Valencia even remov
ed portions of their clothing to wave
as a signal for help from their po-
sit-ions in the rigging.
Women Stay on Ship.
tilahen we kft the ship on the
raft we tried to get some of the re-
maining women to go, but they re-
fused.
Capt. Johnson hest, hie hewing*
and ran the ship ashore. It was a
dark and stormy night, and nothing
could he seen. The ship e ;tack
While running at full speed. We all
thought we were to the southward
of Flattery, and after striking Capt.
Johnson proved himself a hero. He
made the statement that _he would
never leave the wreck alive, and I
believe it. The chief enginer also
carried revolver with which to blow
out 'his brains when the critical mo-
ment came.
"There were many -deeds of hero-
ism and many acts of cowardice, but
on the Whole the people be'av d
well and met their fate like in "
INQUIRED FOR W FE
4%.
PLENY BROCKWELL TALKS IN
A VERY SENSIBLE
MANNER
Had Heard That His Wife Went Up
for Life, but Was Not Sure
Of It.
h
Driver John Austin, of the police
department patrol wagon, returned
yesterday morning from Hopleinse
vale, where he took Parrish Jones,
the White man several days ago in
the circuit, court adjudged of un-
sound tnind,"und -ordered Confined ill
that institutidn.
While at the asylum Mr. Austin
saw all the people who have been
sent up from here for the past year
or two and had einte a conversation
with Flew. Btociewell, htipband of
the woman who is now at Frankfort
serving a life stiller)°, for murder-
ing 'her Once little girls on, year
since by giving them peasot at her
home in htecjeleicaliurg. Breckwell
made .inquiry Jo; his wife enel Offi•
cer Austin . ainforitaid• Han that eaie
had been•sere to prison for the re -
inhindet of Iter'clayski Tlfe hushittd
Wanted to know the details of the
crime, and being told said he had
heard Mrs. - Brockwell was sent up,
but {lid neit. know for 'sure whether
if was true.
Mr. A tfeti n. says II rochterli talks
eery rational and .in a strain leavina
the officer under the impression theft
his reason has been restored. He
seethed deeply interested in his
wife's case, and also inquired after
their, remaining child Hazel. who. is
being Cared for by good people Of
the city.
•Hrockwell was sent to the insti
' I





103-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
tution about tyo 'years, ago, while
the year following his wife kilted the
children to get 'rid of them so she
would not have to work so hard for
their support.
- E. E. Springer, Who has just beets
elected head of the Kokomo, Ind.,
National 'bank, was. once a homeless
waif, and his first work was that of
stable boy. •
We Otter $50 Reward
TO ANk PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY U8
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY •
We make this offer not only to insure that we are, not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers sod Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah. PAIS!
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with so year case for $io•
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED. "
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
-4,
Repairing Department.
We pride ourselves in this department, which tarns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
competition. We make a .specialty in repairing Fine 'French Clocks,
and English Hall Clime Clocks. Clocks called for and d•elivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at eibort notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, givh‘e you full market value for same, which ; about the same as
giving you New tioods for Old Goods.
•
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and examined 75c up Watch Hands toe up_
New Mainspring, best quality •  c up Watch Glasses toe up '
New Case or Hairspring 75c. up Watch Keys  Sc
New Jewels, whole or cover pc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest iarice paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch *alter, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to Chose who need it




THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON WE
HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
WHAT YOU WANT. OTHER CUSOMERS
SAY ThjEY SAVE MCNEY BY DEALING
WITH US.
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU."
All We ask is the Chance
14H4E1IM IA In-S 1.4 *NE ffr. tr. I* YAZ 5:Ak IA




It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.





ir• XMAS IS GONE, BUT t
Bleich' Jewelry Store•


















Biggest Stock  Satistacto Otiarantood Lowist Prices
- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
:The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
TANNER SOAKED
GOT Ir FOR Sy, FOR CARRY-
ING A WEAPON CON.
I CEA-LED. -
The Warrant Dismissed Charging
Gene Robinson With Stealing
Mate Kennedy's Coat.
oYesterday morning in the police
court there was partially ,eired tbe
troubk between George W. Tanner
and E. W. Benton, the two negro
professors, the latter of whom is
principal for the colored public
selexils home the forme' i*ç4, a be
connected with the stliodis..
Tanner was up on the charge of
carrying concealed weapons and
aon a charge of presenting a spistolrt
Benton. For carrying concealed a
weapon charge be was fined $50 and
costs, whik; the other charge is not
yet finished Benton kr charged with
maliciously assaulting Tanner and
after part of the evidence was beard
in this instance, the case was left
over until today and Benton put
. under $5oo bond,
The testimony showed that Benton
net Tanner about Seventh and Jack-
sim streets and wanted Tanner to
sign a written retraction of 'things
said about Benton. This was refused
and trouble coma/caned. Jack Jones
was chirged with taking part in the
scrap, but this rarrant was dismissed
as it was. shown he only parted the
n.
Xliere was dismissed by the court
the warrant charging. Gene Robinson.
colored crith stealing the coat of




AGAIN URGES ITS CON-
STRUCTION.
•
It Will Save the City Many Thou-
sands of Dallars in the Long-
Run, He Says.
City Eegineer Washington is de-
termined to again this year lay be-
fore the city legislative boards di
necessity of having storm sewerag
rut down before re-constructing any
more streeti. lie has urged this
very foroefulle from an expect en-
gineering standpoint heretofore, but
the wiseacres have always thought
they knew more- ab(nit the proposi-
tion than the engineer and have paid
no attention to him
Wlbile Speaking along this line Mr...
Washington said that no storm sera-
° cr9 went down underneath Third
street When it was re-constructed
from Kentucky to Broad, and that
now if the city ever wants to put
down thrift mains, that carry off the
surface rainwater, they will have to
tear up Third from, one end to the
other before the piping can be gotten
-underneath the ground, and this
would cost twice as much as to 'have
laid the sewers originally.
At present the city has got storm
newt* underneath Broadway from
First to Ninth, Jefferson from Fifth
to First, Kentucky avenue from
tr6stirth to First, Second, Third,
Fourth arid Fifth from, Jefferson to
Kentucky avenue, but this is all. The
bulance of the- town has no sewers of
this nature, and the engineer thinks
a across" mistake is being Made when
• this important deature of progressive:
nesis and sanitation are over looked.
It is e very costly negligence also
and the •engineer wants the storm
SC W &IS put down ahead of any brick
paving work, so that there will be no
occasion ,hereafter to tear us, the re-
constrikted thoroughfares fuel tile
sole putolvae of installing the system.
FINED FOR ORDER
SOLICITING.
Judge Gardner, of Mayfield, Renders
New Local Option Decisien
'edge Gard:pee of the Mayfield
city court. ohaa renelertel a new de-
cisive as to Whisky selling in that
plate. A few days since he had
before him Lee Adair, who was charg
(el with se ping better in that town
by. ol-akinaaJoliders which ha after-
wards filled. The ..jitalg•e ruled that
he was guilty under the local option
law and irrsikructed the jury. which
was *klieg in The case to find him so
'and the jury aeseseed_a fine of Vice I
It is likely the ease will he appealed. I
The 'decision put a new pliaee t or-
der aciiciting ih May-field. , ' •
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
BIG JUDGMENT
GIVEN IN CASE OF GREF•NtEA
AGAINST STREET RAIL-
WAY.
Other Damage Suits Are Down tor
Trial to Be Tried Today—
Orden Yesterday, Etc.
Yesterday in the circuit court the
jury gave a judgment for ;Snob to
plaintiff in the big $3o,000 damage
suit oi 1. P. Pierce, administrator of
Mlakolm Greenlee, against the Padu-
cah Traction company. Hendrick,
Miller & litarble were on the winning
aide, and Charley Wheeler, a lawyer
of here, on the losing side.
It is understood the verdict was
a compromise one many of the
jurors wanting to give much more to
the plaintiff, but al% could not agree
to those figures, and the $5,000 was
decided on.
1Greenlea is the young conductor
Wth0 got caught ,betateen the two
CTRS at First and Broadway several
months ago, and his leg .injured in
such a manner that he died late that
afternoon in Riverside hospitat where
he was carried. While he was be-
tween two cars, a third rolled up and
bumping against one, pushed it back
against the other, and caught his
leg.
There was withdrawn at plaintiff's
instance after all the testimony bad
been taken the suit of J. Wes,Trout-
man, administrator of John Quire3,
against the I bbnoss Central naikosel.
Markie Worten represented the plain-
tiff. and probably anticipating a ver-
dict against him had- the action with-
drawn. Squirts was killed by the
side door of a freight car *jolting
off a train that was passing,' while
he and other section men were stand-
ing beside the track to let the train
get by them, eight miles from this
city on the Louisville division of the
road._ Worten sued the road for
Seem for the estate of Squires, anti
'yesterday korifrig the action 'swats
taken tip, and all testimony given,
when Worten decided to withdraw
the litigation, and accordingly hail
this dime.
Continuances were given the suits
of Bessie- CYBrien against Fannie
Walker and Lama Brame. Plaintiff
claims the other slandered her.
Lawyer Graves filed an amended
re-port as guardian ad litem in rhe
action where Millie Chiles seeks to
recover her portinn of the estate of
her late husband T. B. Chiles.
A continuance was given in the
litigation of Tinnie Waters against
the Wiestern Union Telegraph com-
pany.
An order was issued for the per-
semi attendance of witnesses nrded
eu thei suit of Sam Givens against
Minnie Gridley.
There was dismissed as settled the
damage siuit of M. E. Knight against
, the Paducah Traction company.
Plaintiff sued for personal Injuries,
and the company settled the matter,
seeing it would lose. The company's
lawyer is Charley Wheeler.
Today's Docket.
Today's docket is as follows:
Gray Woodward VA. Paducah Laun-
dry ctimpsny; J. F./ Nicholson vs.
Metropolitan Life Insurance com-
pany; Emma Rose vs. Paducah Rail-
y-company; G. T. Renick% guard-
ian Henry Howard Simpson, vs.
Mhitottal Life Insurance company.
Gray Woodward is the collared boy
who stepped behind the laundry at
Fifth %ad jeffeeson streets one night
about 9 o'clock, and fell into the
open vat filled with scalding water
that fearfully burned &dna He claims
that the laundry riiople left the vat
uncovered througts aegligerroe.
J. F. Nicholacm the Metropoli-
tan Life Instiratitt79 company for
money claimed due him for servkes
he performed for them as agent here.
Emma. Rose Stle9 the street tar
company for damages on account of
injuries she received. At the last
term of court she got $Csoo damages,
but the judge granted defendant a
new trial, that now conies up. The
plaintiff was preparing to step from
a far at Sixth and Mechem streets,
The, rope -was dangling from the
tiolle3i, and tied to the back platform
of the car. It tbenalooped dawn be-
' side thy step and as the plaintiff was
peeparing to alight atoll the car she
stepped, atorele the rope and could
not get off before the car started.
To prevent herself frimi being thrown
down, ate grabbed, the handle of the
platform, and was, holding on while
'being dragged behind the Tar:- -Fin-
ally thesinotorman heard hoer screams
and *topped, hut not before she was
badly hurt.
G. T. Renick is guardian of henry
Howard Simpson aed says rile life
 --Noreeeee  
insurance company paid some money
on a pokicy the Simpacsn's boys father
carried, in the conaliany. A brother
of the father got the money, and now
Renick sues to recovee it for the boy.
Notice to Farmers.
All farmer; who intend to raise
tomatoes for the Paducah Pi-eking
company shotild call at the factory
on January 30 os
Card of Thanks.
Our deep and heartfelt thanks arise
to those who were No kind and con
siderate of us during our recent be-
reavement that deprived us of our
darling child, Goldie Mae. may the
band of Providence deal kitedly with
all, is our prayer.
B. HARRY PIXLER & FAMILY.
The Ramsey society, Broadway Mo.
E. Church, will have for sale most
deticioese cakes, pies and candy et
L. B. Ogihrie's next Saturday.
Claim Notice.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will be barred, according ito
.=111••••=.1
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO TRY OUR .
•
2.00 SHOES











Ten Per Ceat Broadway Investment,
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
business building between First and
Second, street, lot 18x65, that will pay
permanently to per cent net on the
investment. Ncihing better in Pa-
ducah than this for a safe business
building investment.
Whittemore Real estate Agency.
Fraocnity building. Both phones 835
Capt. E. R. Dutt will today return
to Brookport where he is loading for
resehipment the many carloads of 'tie-
-he has going North.
MARITAL BONDS
ADDIE MERRITT SAYS THEY
GRATE AFTER THIRTY
YEARS.
J. Edward Morgan Appeals Action
Where Mrs. Crockett Seeks for
Possession of Property.
After nearly thirty years of married
life Addie Merritt finds, it impossible
to longer reside with her lutsband.
L. D. Nlerritt,,,and yesterday she re-
sorted to the circuit by instituting a
petition for divorce through her law-
yers, Taylor & Lucas. The family
residies at 417 South Eighth street
and the wife in her petition recities
fact of their marriage in Christian
county, near Hoplcitraville, on Decem-
ber 26th, 1876. They froved to this
city during t8oi and Ilhe claims that
Lot a number of years( past her hus-
band has -been very cruel to her, and
made life unbearable, and that finally
on lase lksildsky she was compelled to
leave their home and go to the resi-
dence of their son, .to protect .herself
from the wrath of her husband.
In addition to the divorce she asks
that she, be awarded possession of
two 'hotres and lots en South Eighth,
and whiclh are in her name. She also
attache, the farm of .defendant in
Christian county for the maintenance
and costs. 'The couple have raised a
family regrown children, they being
patent* of young Printo Merritt, the
tad accidentally killed lam fall while
out 'hulling in the Clark's river sec-
tion with other boys looking for
poasomai one night.
Traverse 'Taken.
An appeal was yesterday taken to
circuit court from, the court oi Jus-
tice John Burnett, wherein Mrs. May
Crockett sues J. Edward Morgan for
possession 'of property on- South
Fifth near Jackson street. The plain-
tiff claims the property is hers, but
retained 'wrongfully by defendant.
Who is ber brother-in-law. Justice
131or n et t ge a ti* d her possessioil of
the ground, hitt Morgan nom i appe-al
teethe circuit tribunal.
literney General 'N. B. IIJys, it
i:; said, will shortly announce his Cali
didacy for the derniacnatie nomination
for governor of Kentucky,
House at $sso.
New 3-10010 Salem avcrnie house,
2 minutes' ewalk front car line, rents
for $7...pce•month. Pays T5 per 'cent.
Whittemore Real egolate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
Vic Chita Huy, widow of John
Hay, has received a memorial ad-
(trees signed !by 2.363 jews id
America and Great Britain commend-
ing the services of the kite secre-
tary in behalf of the He-brew people,. • • .
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry wine dr/
up the natural moisture
oc Ow. sl&33 _ Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just thetright blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,








Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and $1• Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 337& Clay Sta., phone 311.
Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks
If you want y.ur ctotbes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Ron 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
re Childress
• EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.









Subscribe for the Daily Register.
ttr===========tWilt.11===ttatntnnette
Books Usually I
Sold at . . $1.50 at 50c 
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Pricri---
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETO., AT '50c.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOP.
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a larg3 c1.43play
of the -
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.•
The Victer. for $22.00
I! A BEAUT REMEMBER I AM THEFIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORM, BRAND T'EIV FROM 'VIE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCRE? SED SO. RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO
PLAY THIS LINE.
- •
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES win{
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX' THEM. ALL 'INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS,
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY. A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVI110 THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
r.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM T P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY
/444,01.
L. L. BEBOUT •
"!_''''•1 71! .13",
General Insurance Agency'--
We Write Anything in insu.canot)














The man who likes to look in shop-
'windows stopped at the sight of a
Urge pitcher in the center of a coliec-
tit* of andirons, pewter , porrhagers,
braes candlesticks and img skillets,
relates teeth's Companion.
The pitcher was adorned with a
bead of George Washington, decidedly
-askew and none too clear. At the
aide of this treasure stood a placard
Deering these words:
. "One of the five genuine George
Washington pitchers, known to be 140
years old."
Preparing for one of his frequent
tpleasures, the gentleman _atpped into
elle antique shop and accosted the
dealer.
"Now, see here," he said, agreeably,
that George Washington pitcher is
dated too far back. A hundred and
tibrtY years ago people weren't malting
George Washington pitchers. They
.didn't even know then that he was
going to be the Father of His Coun-
try. You must be more careful."
"I am the most particlar man in
this business," said the old dealer, with
dignity. "The man that I bought that
pitcher from told me it had been in
Ala family since 1750. I thought he
might be exaggeratIng, and I made an
:Allowance of 15 years. How much
iesore should you expect me to do?"
6IZES UP YANKEE WOMAN.
!fermium Professor Says She Is ",ear-
faller and We nderfnlly
Made."
Prof. Emil Reich has been entertai•
log Londoners with his impiessioas .
'American women. According to the
istatements of Dr. Reich, the American
twromaa must be "fearfully and won
derfully made." He says:
"In America the woman governs
the man absolutely. In a certain sense
the last man that came to America was
Chrispopher Columbus.
"The American woman lives tot
what she calls 'a good time.' Her in
'terest is not in man nor what is noblest
In man—paternity. Her ambition is
to study spiritualism, then Buddhism.
then wireless telegraphy, anti then the
novels of Marie Cored'.
"What characterizes the French worn
an is that absolute assertion of her
•energy, not' so much of her will—ter
she is easily yielding. The Germen
woman is a combination of the Eng
'fish and French. In Ireland woman
Ii as beautiful as she is dangerous
The Russian woman knows 15 Ian
'guages, she can play all instruments,
she has read everything—but she is
not a woman."
SOUR THINGS AND SWEET.
Professional Taster Tells About a Pe-
culiarity of the Haman
Tongue.
A wine expert was tasting wines. In
tasting sweet wines he lowered his helm
upon his breast. In Luting dry or sour
wines he threw his head back, states the
St Louis Globe-Democrat.
"Why do you do that?" said a specie.
tor.
"I don't know. Habit, I guess," the
expert replied.
"You do it," the spectator explained,
"because the front of your tongue can
only taste sweet things, and the back of
It only sour things, and the movement
et vonr hese is for the purpose of throw-
ing the wines upon the right part of your
tongue. The taste nerves have different
functions, some handling sweets, otherssours, others bitters, and so on, just amthe muscles have differatit functions,
some working the leg and some the
arm."
"Well, well," said the expert. "Yon
eurprise me At the same time, I'm
sure you are right Everybody, come to
think of it. holds sweet things on thefore part of the tongue to get their flavor,and sour things on the hind part"
BELL MADE OF PIPES.
Ons in Japan That Is Composed of
the Metal Parts of a
Thousand.
There is a bell at Tokio. Japan,which is made from tobacco pipes. Sosaye the legend inscribed around theoutside In four languages, English,French, German and Japanese.
The English version runs as fol.lows:
"This bell, cast In the city of 'Tokio,Japan. December 10, 1892, by TsudaSan, is made from the metal of tobac-co pipes of more than a thousand men,trice slaves, now freemen."
The story is that in 1892 a womanmissionary from America waged waron tobacco smoking and persuadedever 1,000 men to forswear the habit.'They therefore had no further use fortheir metal pipes, which were melteddoyen and east in the form of a bell.The metal resembles bronze and thetell has a pleasant musical ring.
Progress.
"When the republic was young," observed the reflective citizen, " a manwas satisfied if he could paddle hisewn canoe."
"Well?"
"But now the scheme seems to be tofool as many people as possible into'paddling the craft for you."-'-ChicagoSun.
Owed to the Mayor.
Bacon—Out west they have elected• tailor mayor of a city.
Egbert—Plenty of men in that city,I suppose, can refer feelingly to "whatwe owe to our mayor!"---YonkereStatesman.
Does
See the maid.
She is fleeing in anger and mortlfia-
t•teen to her own room.
Her dearest friend has been talking
about her—has told somebody that she
das a sharp ecise and a muddy com-
plexion—and the somebody has told
tter.
She locks herself up, pulls down the
blinds, throws herself on her bed, and
weeps, and eeps, and weeps, and
eeeps, all ahem.
Yet they say misery loves company!
—Chicago Tribune.
What He Said.
"Good morning, Mr. Austinburne,"
said the editor as the poet entered the
sanctum. "Some more of your blank
verse, I supponi?"
(We use the word "blank" that we
may not shock aur readers by repeating
the real expreasionthmade use of by
the unfeeling editor.) — Cleveland
Leader.
Needed the Honey.
"Say, boss." said the ragged indi-
vidual, "are ye a philant-repist?"
"Yes, my n. ' answered the well-
groomed one, _ ['eve I may say that
lam."
"Dat's wot I wuz afraid of. Kin yer
pat me wise to some common gent that
would give a poor devil a inme?"—Cleve-
land Leader.
Her Choice.
Brother—Yes, I like Jack well
enough, Minnie; but how did you ever
happen to marry a luau a head short-
er than you are?
Minnie—I had to choose, Fred, be-
tween a little Iran with a big salary,
and a big man with a settle salary.—
Tit-Bits.
Definitions.
"What," asked the blunt person, "is
the difference between a cynic and a
fault-finder?"
"A cynic," answered the man who
always pretends to know the answer,
"is a faultfinder who smiles and
apealts grammatically.' — Washington
Star.
Not So Dangerous.
Bill—I bear Phil is iu the hospitaL
Jill---That's right.
"Football?"
"Oh, no, nothing as dangerous as
that.; only, struck by an automobile go-
ing 30 miles an hour!"—Yonkers
Statesman.
Name.
"Well, the congrogation have be-
come so fashionable that tney won't
stand for the old name any longer.
They want something modern."
"What will they call it?"
"I don't know, but I should think
the Church of the Holy Limit would
be about right."—Puck.
Prepared.
Mrs Sharpe—I am going to meet
my husband in town to-day to select
a carpet for the drawing-room.
Mrs. Qualne—What do you want
him with you for?
"Well. if I don't like it afterwardb
I can say it was his fault."--cassell's
Mere Cabbage.
Stinjay—How do yew like the cigars
old man?
Wiseman—Well, they might hay.
been good once.
Stinjay—Er—how do you mean?
Wiseman—Bolled with corned beet
—Philadelphia Press.
A Losing Game.
A man may drown his griefs ln drink,Or try to drown them If he choose.
But they'll come back an hundred fold,Also the bill for all the booze
—Houston Post
REMEDY.
Howell—My knees are very weak.
Powell—Get a lighter girl.—Brook.
lyn Citizen.
Butter Side Down,
lie—Why she doesn't know on
which side her bread is buttered!
She—Well, if she'd just let it fall
en the floor she'd soon ..nd out.—You
Imre Statesman,
A Woman's Secret.
She—How do you know her engage-
merit Is a secret?
Ile—Why, because. all the women are
talking about IV—Yonkers Statesman.
Hard to Understand.
Yeast—Do you understand your wife?
Crimsonbeak—Sometimes, but when
she talks with her mouth filled with hair-
pins, I can't—Yonkers Statesman.
Ile Stuttered,
Bacon—And is he the kind of a man
who calls II spade a spade?
Egbert—No, he's the kind who calls
a spade a sp-sp-a-a-ade.—Yonkers States-
man
Modernised.
John—Chatterton is eery fond of ere
ticieing his neighbors, isn't he?
Joe—Yes; for a person who resides in
a conservatory he indulges in an extrav-
agant use of projectiles.--e.Cassell's.
GETTING BACK TO. NATURE
French Pew...tint Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
- ---
The French peasant who, since thedays of the revolution, has turned allFrance into a kind of Walled garden,is still closely in touch with nature,and, in spite of agitators and politi-cians, his presence in the 'suffrage, towhich he brings the sense and cunningof the fields, =kiss for national'health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, Is a little scene reproducedtone y one of the authors of "Sketches on,, e Old Road Through France to
lorence."
Between Argentan and Alencon thewriter fell to conversing with a peas-ant who; 'with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth withvigor into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and eco-
nomics, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"There is only see thing," the peas-
ant said, at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope?''
"No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's say fear of
another German war"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
of that."
"I suppose you are not afraid of me
eialism?"
"Not at all."
"Well, then, what Is the onZy thing
Prance has to fear?"
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Power.
Telekino is the invention of Don
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a distin.
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
en apparatus for the control of die
tant electric power by means of wire.
less telegraphy. He intends to ep.
ply his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
teleeraphic apparatus. The boat can
tied a battery of accumulators, a mo
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
other motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telektno,
wherewith they formed a single ap-
paratus. Hertz waves were received
by the teleklno; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro
ostler motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quovedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing au-
nieroin press representatives, as if by
magic, slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re-
ceding just as if it were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat ex-
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with-
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN' POSTMASTERS.
Two Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful service has proved a
barrier against interference for politi-
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, of Marlboro. who has
been in charge of thit office sine.
April 26, 1865, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary ot
$1,100. He had been successively re
appointed, twice by Grant, once by
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, and came under' Mr. Cleveland's
special care In each of his two terms.
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
nerve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28.
1903. when the salary was advanced to
82,500 pei year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed 'a
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the office at South
Amen's, Duchess county, New York,
under the oommiseion first given him
July 10, 1849. The record was held for
many years by Roswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. He
was appointed June 28, 1828, and
served until his death, November 8
1902, at the age of 93.
Licioor and Insurances
At the annual meeting of the Ab-
stainers' and General Insurance cone
pany held in Birmingham recently Liu
chairman announced that the mortali-
ty rate, favorable to the company, ea
the lives Insured had again been main-
tained and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
not yet exceeded 50 per cent. of what
Might have been expected from the
ordinary standard table of the Instl•
tote of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saying of interest on cop
Rai that otherwise would have bees
paid in dahlia He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record largely to
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns in Siberia are
having arc lights for street use and
incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion otothe people in
Siberia have never seen gas, which
they regard as an illuminant of a pain
State of Affairs.
"Your, police and ere departments
seem to hold each othec In eppreme
contempt." observed the visitor in
Plunkville,
"Well, yea; there is- a little feeling
of that sort," acknowledged the na-
tive Plunkvillian. "You see, our po-
lice station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our Are engine
house burned down."—Chitago Sun.
Huh?
Miss Pounden-Thump—You're not •
music lover, I'm afraid.
Mr. , Foote-Innit — Indeed I am,
What makes you think I'm not?
Miss Pe.T.—I thought you looked
bored while I was playing.
Mr. may have looked bored,
but I do love music. — Cleveland
Leader,
Rejoicing.
I sat behind a theater hat,
And as I heard the way
The actors talked, how glad I wasI couldn't seiktke play.
—Puck.
• CHANGE OF PROGRAMME.








Last night I went 'ome
missus woull 'it me with
she didn't?
she 'it me with the Bat-
old boot. Wot is a man
An Achievement.
In language, simple truth to tell,
Ile must have studied long and well.. •He can recite and also spell











"How lacking in distinction! I lookedto her to hit upon something whichwould be not only costly, but out of theordinary."—Puck.
Something Doing.
Mrs. Dearborn—i hear your has-band has opened a law office.
Mrs. Wabash—Tee, he has.
"How is he getting alore?"
"Oh. he is doing nicely, thank you."
"Who is he doing nicely" — Yon-kers Statesman
Do It Now.
Customer—Why don't you tack up
this "Do It Now" motto? It's been
lying around on the counter for a
month!
Grocer—Wa-al, I'm a-goin' tor tack
it up sometime—If I ever gft to IC—
Judge.
An Exception.
"Misfortunes," growled the pessi-
mist, "always come in pairs—"
"Oh. I don't know," remarked Jack-
son Trays, "I've won a number of
prdtty good pots with patre."—Phila-
delphia Press.
Grand Larceny.
He—Suppose I steal • kiss?
She—Oh, that would be petty lar-
ceny!
He—And suppose I steal a hundred'
She—Oh, that would be grand, of
course.—Judge.
As Arranged.
First Pickpocket—Here he comes,
now!
Second Pickpocket—All right. You
keep a watch on 'im while I take a
watch off iml—Cassell's.
Testimonial.
"I'm told that Dr. Yarbdiggle'l
medicine is mighty good for Thelma-
tiam. What do you think about it"
"I suspect it is. My rheumatism
seemed to thrive on It."—Chicago Sun.
Perfectly Safe.
Him—I wonder if it would be safe
NW me to steal a kiss?
Her—Oh! bow can you ask such a
question when I am helpless sad
*lone7Cleveland Leader.
Unexpected Surplus.
The Barber—Shampoo? No— Shall
I singe the ends of the hair?
Elderly Party—Say, do I look as if
I had hair to buraf—Life.
His Own
"He can't value himself highly."
Y—Why nOt?
"Because he's always giving himself
away."--Cassell's.
What Did lie Expect?
"I thought he was going on a Polar
expedition"
"He was; but he got cold feet.'
—Houston Post.
A Kicker.
Bill—What is your wife's idea of
nodern football?
Jill—Oh, there's not enough kicking
1. t_berzr'faukars 8 %Leaman.
NOT ALWAr BEAUTIFUL.
Models for Artists Are in Many
Cases Quite Than of
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringiburst says.
"In this cluntry a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
er by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A, buddies artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but de the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she -must
be content with nut same pay that
rules ter all In this class, which is
generally not more than a dollar for
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
It is an exceptionally good rats of pay
at that. What obtains here also ob-
tains for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the 'seance person
always conjures up • dream of loveli-
ness when an artlers model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour
"Of course, where an setist requires
a rartteeler kind cf mete, no matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, la
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sert of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of modele who received
several dollars an hour. But there ate
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Han Values Very Highly
Eis "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut.
"I wouldn't sell that thing for 11,000
If I lout it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for live
rears. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great conviction, says
the Kansas Cite Star, about a little
buckeye Incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 11100, I had
been the victim of bad luck of one
sort and another," be said. -That day
I was getng to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
matched the city. and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this buck-
eye lying on the opposite *eat I
picked It up and pat it in my pocket
I had Intended going to the Black
hotel that night, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good repay guests at the
Black hotel perished in the flood next
night
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing in a catboat with three other
men. A squall struck us. The others.
who could swim, were drowned. I
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After- that
I had the thing fixed In this gold ease.
And that's why I treasure it."
Zurope's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim' is a city of about 0,000
population and ts devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 500 factori•e
where jewelry is made. ft is the jew-
elry center of Europe. The various
manufacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants at their
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding designs, prices and terms of
sale. From present indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American 'rani,-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the Pforzheim
jewelry is made by hand—it appeais
that we should capture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence of Irving
To Irving more than any other man
is due the change that has taken place
in London in recent years In the social
position of actors—a change which has
come within my own memory. writes
E. S. Nadal, in Scribner's. When
first went to London in 1870 there were
no actors In society When I came back
in 1877 there were a good many of
them to be seen about. There was
growing up a society which was com-
posed of successful artists, the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such ot,
the older society as bad a fancy fe4
art and the theater. In that societe
the actors had not only a good, but a
distinguished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are peemItted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
to deal ts perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfully be
sold later than 11 °block In the fore
nixes unless no clerks Cr assistants are
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Then Id Now.
Times have not changed much in acentury. In 1801 It was said that Al-
exander I. rode In a procession through
the 'traits of St. Petersburg precedei
by the Isesaesine of his grandfather,








(been & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville et 8 a. m. daily connect. at
Danvible, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and- vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine so a. m, next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 a ni.. carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, withoutchange via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 850 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.•
next day. Front Danville this is
solid traits of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc,Dining car serves all meals en route..Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-man sleeper leuvce Louisville at 7:45p. tn. daily, -running through toKnoxville, where connection is madeat 9:35 a. m. with through sleeperto Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-lumtria and Savannah, arriving atJacksonville at g a. in.
rues. Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May vie,now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land oftthe Sky" and "Sapphire Country"and returning via Atlanta and Chat-tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-ter Homes," rather handsomely il-lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc,address any agent of the SouthernRailway or C. H. Hungerford, D.P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. P Allen,A. G. P. A., St. r6iDtlia, W. C.Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-ble daily service, and operates thebest of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars andSleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.Louis. Cincinnati and Louisvil:eread for reaching the Winter Tour-ist resorts of the South, includingNew Orleans, Vicksburg,
9ulfport, Mimi., Hammond, La.Mardi Gras at New Orkana Feb.27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gullcoast resort having the new, fine"Great Southern" Hotel. Regularocean steamship millings from NewOrleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.Send or call for descriptive matterin regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orteans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached viathe Illinois Central through serviceto. New•Orleans and the new oceanliner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Priam Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-day at 4:oo p. m, and arriving atHavana at sunrise Friday morning.Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.Daily Sleeping Car witilsoat changeChicago to Nee Springs, with con-nections at Meinph:s from Cincinnatiend Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" SleepingCar Line St. Louis to Jacksonvillesouth to New Orleans. The bestvia Nashville, Chattanooga and At-lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-fornia via the Illinois Central andNew Orleans under the auspices ofRaymond & Whitcomb, will leaveChicago Fridays, Feb 2nd and Feb..23rd, for Mexico and California, thelast to include a stop-over at NewOrleans for the Mardi Gras. Entiretrips made in special private vesti-bule trains of finest Pullmans, vialsdining car service. Fascinating tripscomplete is every detail.
19inois Central Weekly Excur-sions to California. Excursion carsthrough to Los Angeles and SanFraneisee as follows: Via New OT-leans Ind the Southern Routes ev-ery Friday from Chicago; every Toesday from Cincinnati and Louiswilltvia Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-ery Wiecfneaday from Chicago.Full Particulars concerning all. offthe above eau be had of *genes othe Illinois f
Cdenrteraissing eitheraaide  of thin:
line. or by ati 
InIdeJosmi. grinediggS. D. P., A.,
F. W. Harlow, D. p
Joitn A., Scott, 'A. G.phis:

































'ACCIDENT'S AT TiltEs.' NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED. ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
"Him" Was No Dago Because He Had
Some Uncles Who WereMXPLOSIONS OFTEN DO THE
WORST DAHAOE.
A Very Intevestiag List of Dissen-
ters Which Contains Some That
, Ars of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident, which of its kind is
%probably unique, occurred in April.
1908, during a lire at Portland, U.
s 
. 
4 .41. railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 gal-
lons of crude petroleum, says the De-
,• troit Free Pres*.
Fearing that it would explode and
r
scatter Are a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up A one-pounder
tun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot Owed missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, howerrer, effected
'their purpose, and ridding the tank,
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a tire saltine to cause a Are
seems the very height of irony. Yet
such a case actually occurred not
, long ago near Worcester. The en-
:gine in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into • motor for
sialf-propulaion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished there was a call from Kemash7
willage where a farm was on Are,
and the engine, in spite of its tricorn-
.plete condition, started.
• No spark protector having been
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
firs to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
, water-tube of the motor bruit and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
atandstill barely 200 yards from the
Scene of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
of lire accidents comes from Cavana-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
.. a farm sitting room, barked at a cat.
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table,
Spsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blaze, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal Are accident.
A holler full of molten tar gave way
and. its contents catching fire from
• ehe furnsce, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
fOotn.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seized
ladder and. taising it to the win-
d. aow, °sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these cbuld be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man tell
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
'anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know bow the
contents of their fireproof safes had
fared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matches was Intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even dis-
colored.
One of, the most disastrous fires
of late years was thaeich followed
a chemical explosion driestieitn. in
Germany. The explosive' took place in
Oithe Griesheim Electron factory, and.
lilmost simultaneously the whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines cents galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Schwanhelm. What had hap.
tweed was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif-
ferent chemicals under inten.tsf heat
had tilled the air with adgas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its 4eit? influence
were etiffocatod at 
Tine 
Fiftdr-one
dead and three times that number In




The western pckers are not models
of scrupulous justice toward each oth
a er and toward weaker nations, but
,i such an offense as Japan would com-
mit in supporting, or even permitting,
If she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cer-
tainly be looked on as unpardonable
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, it would snap
the .alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be forced
to regard such an offense not Merely
failure in friendlinesw but as an
ct of flagrantly hostile import. And
her grievance, though greater, in de-
gree, would be' of precisely the 'same
kind as that of- Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy. •
"1 saw you pliniehing.your boy to-
day. What was, it all about?"'
"I caught him In a lie."
"Oh, well, you 'can't expect a boy
tell the truth all the time."
"-I Snow, but when be doesn't tell
e truth I- want him to be bright
enough not to be caught at it."--Catti•
pile Standard and Tinnii.
• •
“Cops.,,
There might be room for argument
over the proposition that the trade et
pViession makes the man; but in cer-
ta5' cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
traction, says Youth's Oompanioe.
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a class of boys for the
singing teacher at her settlement.
Happening upon a little boy hanging
shout a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the class, asked him 11
be would not like to join. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Then the lady espied another boy.
still smaller, whom she had not no-
ticed at first. Be, too, was hanging
about the fruit stead, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and your little friend there,"
she said, pleasantly, "wouldn't he like
to cone sad sing, toe?"
The first coloring spoke In-
disputable of Italy, although his speech
smoked of the Bowery. The manse
bees heir was also dark. When no
reSly ease to her question, the lady
wont on talking, trying to ingratiate
herself.
-.Tour friend is Italian, too?" she re
marked, tively.
At tbl tie little Italian stared hard
at the lady, then broke into Anent
speech,
"HIM." he exclaimed, pointing to the
sicklier child, "him • dealt" Tau
with a derisive laugh. "I grew nit)
W'y, him's got three uncles wort
cops!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
But Possession of /t Did Not Weigh
Against Her Chances
for Belief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set
tit meats talked grandly to visitors
about "our piano." Pieces played on
the piano to amuse the children evi
dently brought the subject to het
mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical w.nndn who con
tributes much to the support of the
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, ranee
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a child whose family owns a piano
Isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really is
need, and I don't think it right to
exclude them in favor of one who
owns a piano."
Seeking out the child, the bead
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano at
yoar homes?" she asked.
"Yes, indeed." responded the child,
cheerfully.
"Is It yours or your mother's?"
"It's mine: Santa Claus brought it
to me last year."
Light began to dawn on the settle
meat workers brain.
"And how large is your piano-11$
big as that?" pointing to the upright
in the room.
"Oh. no, mine is a teenty weenty
hit of a one, just about so higb," and
the little girl leanedsclown and mess
tired a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
It tursed out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement Reel: a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FOREST.
There • Have Been Instances Wherein




maker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locoheotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for some time in Nebras
lot, and sow a new nursery is being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the cif,
mate there will be grown and in sibcut
two years the seedlings will be ready
It) be transplanted to their permaneir
locations. The upper water shed of
the Santa Ynez river now is quite base
or sparsely covered with chaparral.
Th:s is the water shed which suppliea
the town of Battik Barbara with water,
and it will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth is
eiesentlal both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of silt
If unchecked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase et
the national endeavor to induce and to
conserve the rainfall as well as to dis-
tribute the resulting water by inc irri
gation work. Italian irrigation has
been termed the most economical in
utilising water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's system is wild
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's Agfa.;
the most rapid deevlopment.
,
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
nigh." said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't anotherone in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
-They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," he continued. "We've cus-
tomers from lell over Europe, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
le he city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyor to kings, queens and govern-
ment officials, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a heap of flexible
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. See that spring in the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on a man you could
not tell the difference: Then the
whole thing is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,
don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, apd a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-
tered. He looked smiliegly complais-
ant as he lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg mkker. -
"Can you rush an order for me,
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who he is?" ques-
tioned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
is the son of one of tire richest women
in the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
leg maker.
"Heaps of thene" he replied. lacon-
ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one you
man In this city who belongs a
glee club and they tell me he's t best
dancer of Irish jigs in the to n. He
was a good dancer before lost his
leg, and he's all right y . No; we
have no lady .attenda . We ought
In have. though. W • t's the reason?
Oh, because there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
, "There are six or seven men in pub-
lic lif . well known, who wear andt'
del limbs. None but their intimate
fr nds and families know it, however.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
waltz with one after you teem how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artifiefal leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine carpen*.er,
doing up banks and public buildings,
ahd one daey I went into a place in New
York to ostler an artificial limb for a
friend in dist s. The maker was a
doctor, strange to . He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, for it's as hard to make an ar-
ttflcial limb without years of learning
as It 'would be for some tinhorn maker
to produce a Stradivarius."
Buffalo in New York.
New York city hes in its zoological
garden a herd of 35 bisons, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest reserve. Mentes do not
thrive in a city perk, but the govern-
ment 'herds nearer to a wtid state are
ihcressing. The American haffelo may
be saved from extinction, atter all.
. .
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
ltoreeyiegirl, "he bounees up
In his scat—"
"Huh!" 'interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever I see him riding he
jiiet bouneee down in his seat and
Wei behind . his newspeper."-.-Philte
d.2Iphiei Press.
THE UNLUCKY CZAR. 1.pr. B. B. GriffithTITLES CHEAP IN EUROPE.
An Instance Illustrative of the Read-
iness with Which They Are
Accorded.
phones 240 at residene..0ffi e hours
MISHAPS WHICH HAVB MARKED
7 m. t'n 9 P.HIS REIGN.
"The martial spirit that pervade.,
Europe makes the average civilituk.very
Thousands of Poor Subjects Crushedmuch of a nonentity as he journeys
about the gay capitals across the w*
lug to the San Francisco Chronicle. es
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord _
"Which leads up to the advice that,
if you want to attract attention when It has been suggested that Nicholas
you go to Europe, you want to have a II., czar of all the Russia', is the un-
military title attached to your **MC luckiest of living men. One would
'The fact was forcibly impressed on have no difficulty in showing at least
my mind while I was on a European that the czar has had more mischance




It le reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital"' to a more northern site,
owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir and his Immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
eround Kabul has been denuded to such
an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir is reduced, by the want of
wood that it is imperative that a new
rite should he obtained, and this will
probably he found in the wooded slopes
0:the mountales farther north.
Sonie Other Mescal.
"Well. Jdnes,. did you get the ap-s
pointtnentt"
TNo, sir; they appointed some other
Sulfieeh when be • rides," n. id Oa rascal in my place.."—Tit-llits.
and down
tour some time back. The clerk at
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
me that two distinguished officers from
my city had been spending some time
fit the hotel a little while before. I
was curious to see who they were, so
we looked back over the register for
their • names. We found them with-
out much trouble. The first to greet
my gase was written down in this
fashion:
"Col. H. H. Hecht„ San Francisco,
Cal., U. S. A.'
"Further down on the page," inter
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
same of Gen. Bali."
"Thera In a bold hand, was in-
scribed 'Jacob Salle Gen. Mar., San
Francesca Cal., U. S. A.'
"What actually happened was this,
as I subsequently learned. Bab, who
Is well known as the owner of a big
tannery at Benicia, arrived at the he
tel, and, noticing Col. Hecht's name
rnd title on the register, decided that
lie needed a title himself. So be wrote
after his same what he thought 'Was
proper abbreviation for 'general mer
chandised It worked beautifully. Dur
trig his stay at the hotel he was re
spectfully addressed as `Gen. Sale.'"
A Definition.
"Pa, what is experience?"
"Experience, my son, is the come
peupd extract of the result of butting
Town Topics. •
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description of a Trap That Gives the
Captive a Ride After It Is
Caught.
Now It is an automobile mousetrap
It is made of perforated tin and bast
three wheels. The wheel in front is
several inches in diameter and resem-
bles the wheel in a squirrel cage,
says the New York Sun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the bait, thus closing
the door behind him, a little passage
leads him to the big wheel in front
Here an ingenious arrangement allows
him to get in but prevents his getting
out of the big wheel once he has en-
tered.
In his efforts to escape the mouse
sets the big wheel to whirling. This
rests on the floor and acts like the
driving wheel of a locomotive. In a
minute the mouse is spinning about
the floor.
Just why it should be thought ad-
visable to give the mouse an auto-
mobile -ride after he is caught the
mousetrap eealer doesn't know. What
is more to the point with him is that
the little novelty has attracted a good
deal of attention and hence sales have
been frequent.
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One of the Moun-
tain Lakes.
The rare spectacle of a waterspetio
on one of the Swiss lakes was wit-
nessed and fortunately photographed,
on the afternoon of June 19 last. Th3
phenomenon appeared at a little after
four o'clock. in the middle of the Lake
of Zug, which lies at the foot of the
Rigi. Observers at Felsenegg saw a
vaporous cone form in the lower part
of the clouds banging over the hilts.
while at the setup time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle In a
culler manner. Then a fiaamirg
ha in, with high, whirling walls of
water, some 30 feet in diameter.
formed in the cater of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upward
while the cloudy cone descended from
above until a funnel was formed con-
necting the lake withthe clouds.
height of the funnel was estimated a:
from 4,0)0 to 5.000 feet. The entire
phenomenon traveled southeastware
with a high wind, and lasted about 21
minutes.
Rivers Under DeOrts.
The desert places are flowing with
rivers. The great Sahara, to the sotett
of Alger:a, is deriving great benefits as
the outcome of a government irriga-
tion mission, which has been intrust,-
with the task of boring for water ai
considerable depths. In many paro=
abundant springs have been met whice
rise to the surface and enable cultiva-
tion of land which has long bees!
waste. Some of the borings may reacie
a depth of from 1,650 feet to close uper
2,000 feet. Already ills pcssible
certain of the palm groves in the (mess
th get double the water formerly\avall
able.
"Brilaklava4 Bugles.
lIngles that "sounded the charge of
the Light Brigade at'lialselava" are
as common in England as the original
cherry trees that George Waehtngton
diel not. cut down are in Atnerica. Now
Lord Tredeg,ar, who was ohe of -the
600, says the charge was not sounded;
that the troopers were among
before anyone thought of a bugle
order,
than any other monarch on a throne.
His drat mishap was that which
Prophetically came to him in Japan.
Ile was touring Europe and Asia in
1891 wAs. prince George of Greece
At °mu, Japan, although he had bad
splendid entertainment from the
mikado, there. was a feeling antago-
nistic to Russia, and a Japanese drew
a sword to kill him, when Prince
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for was
to turn later the first sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end;
and for the dignity—which he In no
measure desired, but shrank from—of
the crown 'which cam. to him soon
after by reason of the death of his
father, Alexander III., at Livadia.
This attack ocorered in May—a
month eventful tqdhlicholas II. It WM
in May that he was born, 37 years ago
He did not want at 26 to rule the
destiny of 130,000,000 people. He had
always detested official life and the
homage of courtiers. But the duties
and responsibilities of autocracy fell
upon him.
He began badly. On the occasion of
his coronation thousands of his poor-
er subjects were crushed to death on
Khudyuskoi Plain. On that plain
came what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the ill luck which pursues
and makes his life woeful.' Just be-
fore his accesiion he had become be-
trothed to the Princess Allx of Hesse.
This, too, was outside his reckoaing.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry a German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter
the Comte de Paris, was very much
admired by bins
Ill luck seemed to pursue him in his
married life. For a time it seemed
as though his wife _would. bear him
nothing but daughters and no heir to
the throne. In 1895 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga; two years
after to the one named Tatiana; two
years later to Marie, then in 1901 to
Anatania.
Meantime the czar and the people
and the czarina herself were disap-
pointed, in August last year the czar.
Ina bore another chilel—and it was a
boy. So his luck in this respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
best accounts agree that the czar took
up his inherited • authority first with
distaste, and then with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
and declared he would uphold the le
ciple of autocracy.
His ill luck interfered here, too. Po-
biedonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu-
ravieff was taken from him by sudden
death. M. de Plehve, his baleful minia-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
vizier, was destroyed by a bomb. Ms
best beloved uncle, the Grand Duke Ser-
gius, was blown to pieces by a bomb.
His governor of Finland was strucl
down.
Death has threatened his own person
rainy times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
named Goertz was apprehended in time
to spoil a plot of assassinatitne
An anarchist obtained admission
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the uni-
form of a superior officer of the gen-
darmerie and was discovered, with
bombs in his pockets, just in time. A
girl student, Mlle. Merezhevsky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1904.
When, last January, with his court
the czar was ending the ceremony of
blessing the water of the river Neva,
ft shrapnel from a battery which was
firing a salute exploded near the royal
pavilion, killing one man and ,wound-
lug others.
He completed the Siberian railway,
U his father desired. in order to cote
mandate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Russian trade, industry
commerce. But this railway was one
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
reforms and attempts at conciliation —
annulments el peasants' indebtedness,
ttenings of altars of the Old Faith to
Undisturbed worship, decrees./ of rellgi-
cue freedom to all, conceselons to the
Jews. abolitions of flogging and Si-
berian exile—the failure of theSe Vne-
Ats to pacify his country might well be
ascribed to the sinister element which
seems to inhere in all his undertak-
ings.
Then there are all the Cisasters'
Harmless, thd war with Japan and the meets:tee
"I .learned, a smattering of eve"' In various partrof the erapira to "be
thing in college," said she, considered in an account of the mis-'
"Don't you •thittle that was 'a bad escuance' s that have atteoded his reign.
idea?" some one aeked.
"No, you see I didol get enough of
Milk in Paris.anything tO Welt Me for hi cor.1,:: a
it...* t•Al:•. •••:- n,Ntroit In 
Penis the average price of pure
Prow milk is 43.8 cents a gallon..
wet
"";"••'`
to 9 a.in.; to 3 D.
TRUEHEART BUILPINO.
Both phone sibl at the both
DR, W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway-413one Ism
Residence, 819 Broedenty,
Phone 140,
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
WYERS
Rooms pi, xi and ia Columbia Bldg,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T, Hail
Office with Drs. Rivers dt Rivers, tut
Nort hFilth, Both Phone 355.
Residence mei Clay, 014 Phone 16$
I O. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
aor Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah,, Kentucky.
rro-
E. 11. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA W,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,









OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Reom He Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Plaone 303.
..•••••• 
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 270.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
22o NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
bffice hours 8 to to a. m., i to 3
p, m. and 7 to 9 p.
.EXCEtISION
St. Louis and Tenneseee Rivci
et company—the cheapest and hest
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the kudid
trip to 1 ennessee iver
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; gdod service; g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats e each
Wednesday aid Saturday 5 p.
For other information apply to jait.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
..141111.1
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE lao NOIH F TB
.TELEPIICIIES
Residence Ice ass
1 .137 harri#• I •
17.; • routzt5,









I! attached to every
Prescription which
leaves ea- -.tore, that
it as conwounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordanoe with the
demands o Oh; Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
- stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH * LIFE






Friday Morning, Jan. 26, igo6.
LOCAL NEWS
--The weather prediction for today
is: General fair with moderate temp-
erature.
—Me, D., W. Ginger died of con-.
sumpticht in the section of Tyler, that
lies just outside Meehanicaberg. He
was twenty-eight years of age and
the remains will be taken to Rose
today for burial, taat
iag his former 'home. .
—R. S. Ballowe and H. W. Ellis ei
here, have receiaed, word that they
suety" -a•fully spasead, the examinations
held at Covington week before last
by the state board. of pharmacy.
,They hen.: :seen studying here and
appearing before tataboard, were ex-
anniaca, and granted' certiticatess
making
snacists.
—Ma Cameron Happy writes, from
Miaytiekli that he is getting better,
and believes iie wia be back in a few
v,neks to rest-me his place here.
—Y-wterday Mayor. Yeiser ap-
pointed Miss Bertha Leming, the
official stecographer for the city ailit
announced thew-era these columns
Sunday that he would She takea the
place of Miss Bird Edaington. who
resigned, on account of the ill health
of her aunt, for whom she as caring






















The as.teanter Kentacicy. came ?tit
ot Xepreseee river Ole morning
au rp, until 5 o'clock tomorrow
atteiriaohiliefore skipping away On
her return trip.
\l""4:31iIrt.e »shooing at 8 o'clock and
,Dick Fowler gets out for
Comes back tonight about It.
The Joe Fowler comes in, this
morning from Evansville and gets
.,esirinasitamediately on her realm
trip.
The got away yesterday for Ev-
ansville the John S. HoPkins, which
will come back tomorrow.
:The ;Bathos-if leaecis Nashville to-
'morrow and gets here Sunday.
„aTite Steelier Lee leaves Memphis
this 'afternoon, and sets there Sunday
Cr. route to Cincinnati in place of
the Rees Lee wh;ch went to the bot-
tom at Tiptenvillc, in the Missitnippi
river, where she is now being raised.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati on






MACK TAYLOR FORGOT THE
BRAND THAT HE WAS
DRINKING.
Charles Hill Will Be Arraigned at
Murray Today—Man and
Woman Relit.
Mack Tay'...ir blew in here about
one week sivae from California, and
,gat a job working on the Elks' new
'building. It seen* that he is a
stranger to ti,e effects asf pure Ken-
tucky. burbou and knew not the
as last evening Officer. Hurely
found .him Ling at Seventh and
Tenneesee streets, well tanked up
with bcioze. He was locked up in
the city jail.
Cast Cemes Up Today.
Word from Alerray yesterday was
that there op today there the
case thargie a Charles Hill with
'murdering Henry Hodges, latter the
negro forme* employed on the
atearaer Circle where Hill was 9ec-
enol mate. He ,was arrested here and
taken back Wednesday. HiM denies
his guilt and claims be will have little
trouble in proving his innocence. It
is claimed be knocked Hodge in the
head, producing injuries.
Lively Scrap.
Rose Shelton and Arthur Wade, col-
ored ,had a lively scrap in front of
'rhe -Columbia building op Broadway
.weeti Fifth and Sixth streets,
: aout 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
he darky is hostler for Dr. T. J.
Redefick. and was sitting in the
building. the doctctr's office being
epstaira. The woman came along,
grabbed the whip front the buggy
and commenced striking Wade with
it. He leaped from the rig, grabbed
it from the woman and- after deliver-
ing her several blows with same, hit
her several times with his fist. The
woman is hi 9 sweetheart and she got
a warrant for Wade who was arrest-
ed, but gave -bond for his appearance
this morning in the police court.
Many people were passing at the time
and qttite a little excitement was occa-
aioncel by the -scrap which was lively,
but of short duration.
For Torpid Liver and Malaria.
WE HIM, OBTAINED FROM
MRS. BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
THOE WELL KNOWN AND EX-
CELLENT PREPARATIONS. AND
NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
ORIGINAL FORM, AS INTRO-
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
BY THE LATE DR. NELSON
COULE. 25c EACH. "
R. W. WALKER & CO.
Druggist
NEWT, UNDERTAKER
MR. STEPHENSON TAKES AN




Eleeted Officers and Directors
—Good Building SpelL
,forwerd ;their ,out-of-door work as 
there ar- • 
1
-river a'bad spell Which can b UT THE PEOPLE paclucah Transfe before Aticipated at any period during tri
cold months.
The contractors believe the out- 'Idlre- Job?' }ha% of the -Graham-
look is for another rush in buildings vale section, is visiting her brother,
this summer, like that of last year, mir. James Lane, the clothier of
when more structures went up here • South Seventh.
in the city than for many years. 'Master %Wiliam Robert Weight,
Jle, is in Louisville, visiting -his uncle,
Tobacco Salesman. Mir. 'Clarence Wrigisa• the welaktrown
Mr. Thomas- J. modes, 'the may_ express messenger formerly of here.
,field tobaccontist, has been recome Engineer Haery Pieler, of the N.
mended by all the county branches C. e'r St. L rade°1adt will today re-
of t the Dark Tobacco Growers' As- urn to the Perryville branch to
resume his run, from which he wassociation of this section of the state,
called by the death of his chiad theto be the general salesman of this
district for the association,. This first of this week 
means he will be chosen at the right MisBelle Cave a$ Messrs. John
Brooks, Grover Jackson and Harryerne.
Splaine go to Oaks- tomorrow to
spend the day at tare amuse party be-
ing -given there by Mr. McElrath.
Misses, Rena Coleman and Blanche
Hillis are already there.
Miss Marjorie Crtsmhaugh has
gone to Columbus, Miss., to visit her
brother, Mir. Lee Crtenbaugh.
Mr. Jeff R. Rowlett, the tobacco-
nist- of haurray, arrived in the city
yesterday.
Mr. William Lydon, the marble and
tombstone man, has returned from
a business trip -to Cairo.
Miss Ada Stanley and Mr. James
Simpson, of 'here, went to Metropolis
yesterday and -were married
Mr. Pat McAndrews parsed
through her yesterday on a drum-
mino tour. He played shortetlop for
HOpkinsville baseball club last sea-
SOD.
Mr. Harry Me-Ca-rtney, the Green-
wood, Ind, canning factory man, is
in the 'city.
Mr. Robert G. Morrow was here
front Memphis, Tenn., yesterday
spending the day with his mother.
Mrs. Sallie Morrow, of Sixth and
iefferson.
Mrs. David Bomar 'Sweeney of
Tolar, Texas, is visiting her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Mr. H. H. Loving yesterday went
to Procideace, Ky., on business.
Mr. Dan Saulsburg, of West Mon-
roe, has accepted a place with a rail-
road at Springfield, Mb., andshortly
leaves for there, accompanied by his
„ family.
Mb'. Frank Sclenidtt has returned
front a short visit to . Henderson
where he shortly goes lc. reside.
Louise Cox 'haii returned
from visiting in Memphis. Tenn.
Miss Beulah R et 9, of Cerulean, is
visiting Mrs. Ben Allen, of NorthF
• Mr. L. 0. Stephenson, the well
known undertaker of Mayfield, has
bought an interest in the Paducah
undertaking establishment of South
Third &avec near Kentucky avenue
in this- glagnesiet moves heree several
weeks ago and, started to .entier busi
nests for hirnseli on the ground floor
store room of the Empire flats at
Seventh and Broadway, but haring
purchased an interest in the under-
taking establishment of Mr. Pool,
;bey have now associated themselves
together under elie old firrn name--
Mr. Stephenson is a very pro-
giessive and ehergetic business ma*
who built up a mammoth patronage
in Mayfield, but the city being so
small end he divining to branch out
intei larger fields, came here. He is
a thorough undertaker of many years
experience and is quite a valued ad-
dition to the local firm which al-
ready commands a very lucrative
businessa He made his home for
twenty years in Mayfield and the
papers of that city speak very high-
ly of aim and deplore the loss of
such a sterling business man.
Fifth and Broadway,_ _
Improvement Company.
-The Wadsworth Improvement corn
pany stockholders last evening held
a -meeting for the purpose of choos-
ing their directors and officers. Mr.
Robert L. Reeves, was.ehosen, presi-
dent, John W. Keller, vice presi-
dent; and Charles E. Jennings, sac-
retara and treasurer. Vie board of
directors chosen cousiat of Robert
L. Reeves, Ben Weille, John W.
Keller, Frank M. Fisher and Chas.
E. Jennings. The company hand-
les real estate.
Manage Distillery..
lir. James F. Nevitt, of Coon
Hollow, Ky., will arrive today to
take the place of manager for the
Old Terrell distil/sew that is private
ing to resume operations, after the
usual close-down alplants of this
kind take in the winter.
Mr. Samuel Skinner yesterday re-
turned from the South where he has
been on a diarrn'ming trip.
the Cheatre.
The Jewell Kelley Stock company
played at The Kentucky to a packed
house last night. The bill presented
last evening was 'The James' Boys,"
a strong sensational drama in which
every member 'had a fine opportunity
to display leir shooting ability, as
nearly ever y in the cast as
the 
i
killed in, first act but ma
to come back to life and appear in
the second act for another round.
The matinee today and the even-
ing performance will conclude the
engagement 'here of the company.
But Mr. Kelley has become quite
popular with Padoca'hans and should
his company ever return to Paducah
they will receive a warm wekomc
by their many friends and admirers.
The attraction offered for the mat
Mee will be the four act comedy
drama entitled The Moqnshiner.
The novinee prices- are to cents for
children and 20 cents for adults. •
The farewell performance will be
the rip roaring comedy in three acts
entitled "The Whole Dam Family."
This pieee is intended for laughing
purposes only and if you don't want '
to laugh you had better Dot attend.
Mr. Kelley will be seen in the lea-
hug comedy part, a departure from
Good Building Weather.
The contractors over the city are
delighted sisals the pleasant weather
which prevails at present and which
has been existing generally throligh
the winter' months thie. far. Ordi-
narily the had' spells come and go
every week or ,two during the wineer,
but things of this character have
been unusually pleasant thus afar
this year, and the contractors are
taking advantage of it and pushing
--- --
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
1 BIGELOW'S ASSETS ARE SOLD
- - -- -
hi, usual lint of work. Personal Possessions of Convicted
Banker Bring in $41,240.
neigh
"The Holy City."
Gordan & Bennett's company will
produce at The Kentucky on Satur-
day, matinee and night, a play deal-
ing with the life of our Lord. The
lay is called "The Holy Oty," and
is by Clarence Bennett, ajotirnalist.
It is is blank -verse.
The principal charters: art3Lary
Magdalen; Barannao dasaribed .- as a
Jewish patriot; Judas Iscariot, Judas
Pontius Pilate, Caiaphas, the high
priest; Peter and John,the disciples;
Lazarus and Zacharias, Elizabeth,
mother of Jodie the tBaptist: King
Herod and his daughter, the Prin.,
icess Salome and-twenty °User itnag
inary characters complete the taste.
There are five acts and a total dra-
iatk personnae of forty people.
The play is in five acts and very
instructively presents incidents in the
life of Christ as told in the Bible,
The play in many regard, is a very
strong sermon, full of moral teach-
ings, and is an elutdation of Christ's
life Which is in nobsise susceptible to
just criticism. The play wins and
merits applause and never fails to
make a strong impression upon its
audiences. The c6nclission of every
act is most effective as a lesson to
all.. There will and should be a
large audience at each performance.
Mary Emerson.
In "Will '0 the Wisp" in which
Mary Emerson will be seen at The
Kentucky Wednesday matinee and
night, Miss Emerson -has a role
which is very well adapted to 'her
personality and attainments. '0W-ill
0' the Wisp," like His ' Majesty
and the Maid," in which Miss Emer-
son was seen for two seasons, was
written for her, and the author has
done Iris work From her en-
trance in the first act, to the last act
she gives a performance of the high-
est rank, a perforinarke that places
her 'among the best of our artists.
Attired as a gypsy girl she makes
her entrance followed by a mob af
villagers, who accuse her and 'her
grandfather of theft. Her denun-
ciation of the mob is but an indica-
tion 'of the stronger work to come
in the second arid third acts. Her
comedy, of whieh there is much, is
very delightful. A hard conscient-
ious worker, always trying for ,the
best, Miss Emerson has done rageeh
to win a place in, the affections 'of
the theatre-goers,
Went to Pieces.
Mr. George Schuyler, of the "In
Old Virginia". companyaarrived 'here
yesterday to arrange for the tnoduc-
iton of 'his play week after pext at
The Kentucky, but had beets here
only a short while when he received
a telegram from the company to
.1.0•11.411
Nfilwatikee, Wis., Jan. 
;
as.—The
public auction of the remainder of
the personal assets of Frank G. Bige-
low, former president of the First
National bank, now serving a ten-
year term at Fort Leavenworth for
embezzling $t.50o,000, netted $41.24o
yesterday. 'Three diamonds brought
$455.
Peter Holbach, watchman at the
federal building, bought in t,too
shares of Franc% Creek Mining come
puny -stock for $2, and fifty-first mat-
gage gold hoods of the 'erne com-
pany for $10a.'2.00rsconwnon sleeves of
the National Electric company for
$65 arid put $26 in fefty shares of com-
mon and preferred stock of the
Bankers' Electric Protective com-
pany.
Fred Vogel, Jr., who is Bigelow's
successor as president of the First
National, and Arthur N. McGeogh,
son-in-law of the defaulter, were con-
spicuous at the sale' and, together
with other welleknown men, did the
heavier buying.
The towboat Henrietta goes to the
Tennessee river today after a tow of
ties.
No definite word has yet been re-
ceived as to whether the Rees Let
has been gotten up yet at Tipton-






Superior Facilities for 0111ce
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd andiMonroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones Ir.
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 720
For Vaults, Mbnusnents and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
-GREEN RIVER STONE iN
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Moannsental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored, 4̀‘
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOPYT IT : : s
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite E stone Worts
WANTED—To rent room house,
with all modern improAttnents, cen-
trallyaocated. Will pay good rent.
Address X Y Z, this office.
FOR RENT—Ste-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
SOLE AGENT, 5609 TRIM BLit ST., PADUCAH, KY.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT Five room 'cottage
No 209 South Fifth street, Feb. T.
LG. Orme.
FOR SALE--At once, ti lot of up--
to-date office furniture and type-
writer. Telephone 1663.
MIA 00103- [11181
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
d D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
•• Both Phones 301. r3a South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue,
FOR RENT—Secoulea floor apart-
ment of Rawleigh's, flit, at Sixth and




cancel the date as the troupe will, FOR
PADUCAICMUSIC STORE 
dispanii tomorrow up in Illinois, on Walker's drug store, formerly





the Buffet 1 1
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINNE! AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in das eatable line served to enlia. • 




or Closing Books. ShortetPest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, 4.JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BA-NK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-wh, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $11515,000.i
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PEEL
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts "all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits,. Pays n
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits" Safety boxes in Sala
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to rase. You carry your ova




\ Steam and Dot Watt's Heating.
Phone 133. 52 Broadway.
letna++4•414+44+feanelnatell4
Subscribe for The ilegister
